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Abstract
The determination of 3—D motion and structure of rigid bodies containing 
lines is investigated for the 2—frame case. Given a 2 image sequence from a 
single camera, central projections of corresponding 3-D lines on the image 
plane or the unit sphere (line projection correspondences) are used. The 3 
basic types of rigid motion are considered - pure rotation (about an axis 
through the origin), pure translation, and the general case of rotation plus 
translation.
Based on duality on the image plane and unit sphere, projections 
of 3-D lines are parameterized with pseudo points. For all 3 types of rigid 
motion, a variety of methods can be used to determine the 3-D motion. For 
pure rotation, the methods do not require any constraint on the configuration 
of 3—D lines. For the translation and rotation plus translation cases, the 
3-D lines must lie on planar surfaces. In many situations, point—based 
methods can be applied. In general, a mixture of point and line
2
correspondences can be used. Once the 3-D motion has been found, a relative 
depth map of points/lines on the object can be obtained.
Methods to determine the 3—D motion from a stereo camera configuration 
are also given. In general, the 3—D motion can be uniquely determined and 3—D 
reconstruction of points/lines is possible.
I. Introduction
The determination of 3-D motion and structure of rigid bodies from image 
sequences has important applications in many areas, such as robotic vision. 
It provides the observer with information on the geometry of the object and 
its motion relative to the camera. In general, both the camera and the 
objects under observation are moving.
Any 3-D motion of a rigid body can be decomposed into a rotation about an 
axis through the origin, followed by a translation. The 3—D motion parameters 
to be determined are the 3 rotational and the 3 translational components. 
There are in fact only 5 independent motion parameters, since the translation 
can only be determined up to a scale factor. The structure of an object can 
be described with a relative depth map of surface points.
Methods for determining 3—D motion of rigid bodies from image sequences 
have been based exclusively on the geometrical and transformation properties 
of point projections on the image plane or the unit sphere. For small frame 
to frame displacements of the object image, the instantaneous velocity field 
of points or optical flow is measured and the rotational/translational 
components of 3-D motion computed [7],[8], In another approach, the 
interframe shift of points in the object image are computed, from which the
3
motion is determined [13]. For non—infinitesimal displacements, point 
projections in tlie 1st frame and their correspondences (PCs) in succeeding 
frames located. In the case of pure rotation and planar patch motion, image 
space point projections map to their correspondences via a self plane 
collineation. Using PCs, the parameters characterizing the planar 
transformation within the plane are found, from which the motion parameters 
are computed [2],[1]. In cases where translation is involved, the geometrical 
properties of PCs is utilized. This was known for the case of pure 
translation [9] and a new approach was given in [1]. It was shown in [1] that 
the 2 principal methods used for the case of rotation plus translation
([3],[4]) are also based on the geometry of PCs.
It is assumed that the 3-D object has features in the form of
straight line segments. Unlss otherwise noed, the use of the term "line"
refers impliciitly to a straight line. The man-made environment is
widespread with such objects, such as polyhedra. It should be noted that 
lines in the image are generally featureless, with uniform gray level. Thus, 
the line projection correspondence (LC) problem occurs at a higher than pixel 
level. This will result in a higher percentage of unambiguous matches between 
lines as compared with points. However, there is a smaller set of LCs than 
PCs to work with. There are significant differences between the two from the 
point of view of their availability, and efficient and accurate methods in 
obtaining them. A mixture of PCs and LCs should be used which trades off 
their advantages and disadvantages in an optimal way. Although the PC problem 
has been widely studied for its application to stereopsis, photogramme try, and 
motion estimation, no similar work has been done for LCs. It will be assumed 
throughout that LCs are available and given.
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The use of LCs in determining 3—D rigid body motion is examined in this 
report. Line projections on the image plane and unit sphere are parameterized 
by their dual points. For specific cases of rigid motion and configuration of 
lines on the object« the 3-D motion can be uniquely determined. This is the 
case for pure rotational motion, where there is no constraint on the 
configuration of lines on the object. It is also the case for motion 
involving translation, provided that the lines on the object lie on planar 
surfaces. For these cases, PC-based methods can be applied. Alternatively, 
LC-based methods can be used. In some cases, it is also possible to use a 
mixture of PCs and LCs In general, there are many possible solutions for 3-D 
motion when translation is involved and lines on the object are of an 
arbitrary configuration. For these cases, use of 3—D techniques are examined. 
In general, the 3-D motion can be uniquely determined.
A relative depth map of points/lines on the object can be obtained for 
the translation and rotation plus translation cases. It is required that the 
lines on the object lie on planar surfaces. For the case of pure translation, 
a method is described to obtain a relative depth map of points/lines, given 
the unit translation vector. For the case of rotation plus translation, the 
rotation is determined, and the points and lines in the 1st frame are 
transformed by it. Then a relative depth map of points/lines is obtained by 
applying the method for the case of pure translation.
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II. Duality and Parameterizing the Central Projection of a 3-D Line
Duality is used to obtain the parameterization of the central projection 
of a 3-D line, both on the image plane and unit sphere. A 3-D point will be 
classified as being the origin (0) or distinct from the origin (NO). 
Similarly, a 3-D line (which has infinite extension) will be classified as 
containing the origin (CO) or not containing the origin (NCO).
A dual pair in 3—space is a line (CO) and the plane (CO) perpendicular to 
it (fig. 1). A line (CO) can be parameterized by a point q (NO) on it and its 
dual plane (CO) can be parameterized by a line 1 (NCO) within it. The dual 
pair can be represented simply by the point q. By itself it determines the 
line (CO) and it defines its dual plane (CO) by
q*p = 0
where
u xyz coordinates — - x xyz coordinates
q = V = of a 3-D point (NO) p = y = of a point on the
w on a line (CO) z plane (CO) dual to
a line (CO)
The intersections of a 3-space dual pair with a 2-D surface (not containing 0) 
are also duals, with respect to this surface (fig. 1). On the image plane z = 
F, the point q and line £ are duals. On the unit sphere about 0, the 
poles + q and great circle £ are duals. Note that I (1/2 of £) are the 
central projections of 1 onto the image plane (unit sphere). X the central
projection of 1 onto the image plane, can be parameterized by its dual point
/\
q. Similarly, 1/2 of £, the central projection of 1 onto the unit sphere, 
can be parameterized by one of the poles + q of £.
- q
fig. 1 parameterization of 3-D line i (NCO) by (m, px), line J (on the image plane) by q, and
A
great circle H (on the unit sphere by +q
On the image plane, £. can be parameterized by qfl, the homogeneous-F 
coordinates of its dual q.
where
tiowtoo eneow -F  
* to oral naits _
poUi cIu a I £  tfJt
koMOC|€weort.s -• P - 
C o o r d i n a t e s £* Q  
peini p oh i
( 2 )
(2) is a scalar multiple of (1), and they are equivalent to each other. The 
homogeneous—F coordinates of q and points on ~j[ represent 3-D points 
which lie on a line (CO) and its dual plane (CO), respectively. In another 
words, the representation of £ on the image plane (in terms of 
homogeneous-F coordinates) is equivalently the representation of the plane 
(CO) determined by it (in terms of xyz coordinates).
/v
On the unit sphere, £ can be parameterized by the cartesian coordinates 
of one of its poles + q (fig. 1 ).
q • p = 0 where
II
<o<
r a  nu
AV = xyz c o o r d inates p =
“ A -] X
A
y = xyz c o o r d i n a t e s  of
AW
^  A
of a pole q of £ 1 a p o i n t  p o n  £
(3) is also equivalent to (1), and they are equivalent to .each other. The 
representation of a line projection on the unit sphere (in terms of xyz 
coordinates) is equivalently the representation of the plane (CO) determined 
by it (in terms of xyz coordinates). The cartesian coordinates of q on the 
unit sphere are also homogeneous-F coordinates of q.
There are 2 points to note about central projections of 3—D points and 
lines. First, it was assumed that the 2 basic types of central projections on 
the image plane (unit sphere) are a line and a point (1/2 a great circle and a 
point) were induced by 3-D points (NO) and 3-D lines (NCO). But, it is 
possible for a 3—D line (CO) and a plane (CO) to induce such central 
projections as well. Since the object moves in front of the camera, the 
projections of corresponding 3—D points are always points. However, one or 
both corresponding lines on the object may contain 0, which produce point 
projections. This degeneracy in the projection of lines will be ignored for 
the following reasons. Given a projection as a point, it is impossible to 
tell whether it is the projection of a point (NO) or a line (CO). 
Furthermore, such an occurrence is very rare. Thus, it will be assumed that 
corresponding 3-D lines do not contain 0.
Above it was assumed that line projections were induced by 3-D lines
(which have infinite extension). In reality, only a segment of a line £ is
visible (fig. 1). Consequently, its central projection on the image plane
(unit sphere) is a segment A of i (arc % of a great circle 2). Sinces s
£ s determines £ (D* £s (£g) can still be parameterized by q (poles + q) .
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III. Parameterization of 3.-D Lines and Their Central Projections
A line 1 in 3-D is characterized by its location and direction. It is 
uniquely determined by any 2 distinct points lying on it. A parameterization 
is to use a unit vector m in the direction of Z and the vector p ^ which 
terminates on 1 and is perpendicular to it (fig. 2). t|p̂ |is the perpendicular 
distance of £ from the origin« i.e. the depth of £. Given 2 distinct points 
p^ on Z the line parameters are found from
I Pt " P, H
Pj-= ¡rp^iiiRllPtl|t" p',p0 p> * (|p,i|*-p.-p«)pJ
Note that there is a 2 way ambiguity in m, and that p^=0 for lines (CO). The 
planes (CO) determined by corresponding 3-D lines Z> Z' (NCO) are parameterized 
by q,q'.
A,q = m x p where 11 ^ 1| = H 1|
q' = m' x p^» where || c» H = || P ̂  ||
. (5)
As vectors, q is normal to the plane (CO) containing z and q' is normal to the 
plane (CO) containing The magnitudes of q,q' are the depths of the lines
(NCO).
A 3-D line % on the rigid body at time t (frame 1) moves to its 
corresponding line £' at time t ' (frame 2) (fig. 2> • The parameters of the 
corresponding 3-D lines
*






fig. 2 determination of sensed correspondences from LC (f,£*)
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A. Parameterization of V o n  the Image Plane
The line X is parameterized by its point dual q and the line X' 
is parameterized by its point dual q'. q is the central projection of q 
on the image plane and q' is the central projection of q' on the image
plane. In terms of the 3-D parameters of 9 and q T are given by





l  : t' =
—  <t'« /  “
k'
k * o
k ' * 0




J) 1  0
(7)
rl\£/ * to x z
«— -» — ->
M u'
V / A f _ /1  = •*> * Pj. = v'
wNk w'Mi
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The degeneracy in the image-space parameterization of & occurs when 4  
intersects the z axis, i.e. the optical axis of the camera. As a point, q 
lies on the z = 0 plane and its central projection on the image plane is 
undefined.
Given 2 distinct points P-̂ » P2 on is determined from
t =
e 1r F M  I
F ] «1 d '
- ay AX 0
L m
-7 ¿OlA^a/n 0 r
-
tovy'lcu* S O j
( 8 )
w h e r e
À*
* V ï ,  u -
4 = X, V  YXp,=




F ?t. J » —
The points p^,p^ should be chosen as far apart from each other, in order 
to minimize the effects of errors.
Given the parameterization of % as q, its direction can be 
determined but its magnitude is lost. In another words, the plane (CO) 
containing £ can be determined, but the depth of l is lost. £ may lie anywhere 
on the plane (CO) determined by if, in front of the image plane. This is a 
more severe ambiguity to deal with, than in the case of points. There, the
3-D point was constrained to lie on a ray from the focal point.
An image space line correspondence (&,£'") may be classified into 
3 types. They may coincide (are the same line), or are distinct and 
parallel, or are non-parallel. The geometric conditions (necessary and 
sufficient) for these cases are now described.
FACT II 11
Z»Z are finite and coincide
<=>
Z , Z ’ (NCO) lie in the same plane (CO) (not z=0)
Given that Z,Z' (NCO) are on the same plane (CO) (not z=0), their 
projections Z,Z are the intersection of the plane (CO) with the image 
plane, a finite image space line. Given that £,£* are finite and 
coincide, z » Z ’ (NCO) must lie on the portion of the plane (CO) determined by 
0,1 (or 0,&'), in front of the image plane. This plane (CO)cannot be 
z=0, otherwise n»Z (NCO) are lines at infinity, which are not visible.
FACT 12
£,j^are finite,distinct,parallel
£,j^lie on separate planes (CO) (not z=0) with coaxis in the z=0 plane
Z»Z* are tlie intersections of the planes (CO) containing £,#/ (NCO) 
with the image plane, resepectively. Since q is normal to the plane (CO)
containing X (NCO) and q is the normal to the plane (CO) containing (NCO),
and z is normal to the image plane, the orientations of £,£' are
s = ^ x z = (m x p^) x z = vector with orientation of ~Z
(9)
s' = q' x z = (m' x P^') x z = vector with orientation of
Note that s,s7are 3-D vectors in the z=0 plane. The fact that H,~Z' have the 
same orientation (i.e. they coincide or are distinct.parallel) is equivalent
12
to
A  As x s' = z(z *(q X  q')) = 0 q q )
Suppose the finite lines 1,1' are distinct, parallel. It follows from 
(10) that z *(qrtq)=0, i.e. z,q,q' are coplanar. The degenerate cases of q=kz, 
<l,=:hz, or q'=kq (k?̂ 0) are impossible. If either q or q' is aligned with the 
z-axis, £ or £' lies in the z=0 plane. Their projections £,£' are lines
at infinity, and are not visible. If q is in the direction of q', then £,£'
lie in the same plane (CO). This implies £,£' coincide, which is 
assumed not to be the case. The vector q x q' is non-zero and represents the 
coaxis of the (distinct) planes (CO) containing £, £' (NCO) (respectively). 
Therefore, the lines £,£' lie in separate planes (CO) (not z=0) with coaxis in 
the z=0 plane.
Suppose £,£' lie in separate planes (CO) (not z=0) with coaxis in the z=0 
plane. It follows that z • (q x q') = 0, where no 2 of q,q',z are aligned. 
Both ji,i' are finite lines, since q,q' cannot be aligned with z. They
are distinct since q,q' are not aligned. Therefore, by (10), 1,1' are
finite, distinct»parallel.
FACT 13
£,£ ' are finite, non-parallel
<=>
£,£' (NCO) are not on distinct planes (CO) (not z = 0) 
with coaxis in the z=0 plane
and
13
Z , Z' are not on the same plane (CO) (not z = 0)
This follows from FACT II and FACT 12.
These facts will be useful later on.
B. Parameterization of 1 ,1 ''on the Unit Sphere
• . AThe great circle Z is parameterized by either of its poles + q and the 
great circle V  is parameterized by either of its poles + q. q is the 
central projection of q on the unit sphere and q' is the central projection of
A A
q' on the unit sphere. From (5) the parameterizations of £, £’ in terms of the
A
any £
3-D parameters of £ £" are
A
X
A Aq = m AX P.
(ID
There is no degeneracy in this 
parameterization, only a 2 way ambiguity. It represents only the directional 
aspect of the vector q, its unit vector.
There are then 4 possible point dual correspondences ( + <L±q').
There are 2 possible unit vectors which represent the direction of 1 (NCO), m 
and -m. Consider the representation by m. Under the rigid motion, m and p^ 
are transferred to m' and p^. That is, q and q' are 3—D correspondences, and 
equivalently, so are -q and -q'. Or -q and -q' can be viewed as the 3-D 
correspondences associated with the representation by -m. There are 2 valid 
("sensed") correspondences (q,q') and (-q,-q'), which are associated with the
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rigid motion. The other 2 correspondences (q,-q*) and (-q,q') are invalid, 
("non-sensed") which are associated with the rigid motion plus a reflection 
(orientation is reversed.
A criterion to determine a valid or "sensed" correspondence will now be 
given.
FACT 14
A sensed line correspondence (q ,qf) can be determined from corresponding image 
space line projections (£,£^) and their corresponding senses (s,s')
Consider q,q' which can be rewritten from (7) as
l  = P . X P *
where ( 12)
P1 = P± + Xlm ?2 = Pj , .  A+ X0m Pi >?2 €-1 Af £
p{ = P2 = Pi'P2 * A ’ H  * x 2
2 ordered points p^*~>P2 on (which define a sense of £) determine the 
side of the plane (CO) containing that q lies on. The 2 points reverse 
ordered ("dis-ordered") define a q to lie on the opposite side. An analogous 
statement is made for corresponding points on a line %' (NCO) and normal
q'.
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It is self evident that —^p2 and p£ —̂ >2 are corresponding senses of z 
and z' (respectively) under the rigid motion. Thus, the ordered point pairs
P{ — determine the correspondence (q,q'). Since p^ = p^
P| = i = 1*2 (k^,k? ^ 0), p2 ~>P2 and pj[— >P2 determine
the correspondence (q,q')> hence of sensed correspondence (q,q').
The following is an alternative method. From (11) (where p^ , pĵ  are 
fixed), the corresponding senses (s,s') of image space corresponding lines ( 
1,1') fix (m,m'), the corresponding senses of 3-D corresponding lines( Z , Z').
From above, this fixes the corresponding (q,q'), hence of sensed 
correspondence (q,q')
It is important to note that it is only necessary to find any 2 points 
i>l,p2 on \ and any 2 points P^p^ on I'» together with a 
"sense" indicator, to determine a sensed (q,q') (fig. 2).
P, » Pz 
II p, * Pi ll
where
* Pi - 
II p3 x ? H  II
(13)
± signs adjusted according to "sense" indicator
Theoretically, only the sense indicator is required (the points are not 
required, as image space lines implicitly defne q , q ' ,
(respectively). Here are examples of sense indicators.
Intensity gradients AI, AI' normal to the lines (respectively)
may be used (fig. 2). Or, a single endpoint on the lines can be
(16)
determined, by using higher level (e.g., structural or spatial) information.
It will be seen that sensed correspondences are required for the pure 
rotation and pure translation cases. However, it is not required for the 
general case of rotation plus translation. For this case, (13) can be used 
without the sense indicator.
IV. Pure Rotation
The 3-D motion of the rigid body over a sequence of images is assumed to 
be a rotation about an axis n (CO) by some angle G . A point p transforms to 
P' by
p' = Rp where
R is a 3 x 3 orthogonal matrix det(R) = 1
(14)
In 3 D, corresponding points lie on circles contained in planes, perpendicular 
to n. The parameters of 1, m and p^ , also transform by a rotation (fig. 3 ).
m ' = Rm Pĵ = Rp^ (15)








q' = m ' x p ' = Rm x Rp, = R(m x p ) a R o  (16)
In other words, if a line z (NCO) rotates by R, the plane (CO) determined by 
it (and normals + q) also rotates by R.
It follows that pj= 0 <=> p^ = 0 since R is non-singular.so, a line z 
(CO) rotates to a line z (CO) and, a line z (NCO) rotates to a line z* (NCO). 
Thus, a plane (CO) also rotates to a plane (CO). For pure rotational motion 
about an axis (CO), projections of corresponding points, lines, or planes (CO) 
in 3-D on the image plane are both points or both lines. The PC based methods 
in [1] cover the cases of rotating points (NO) and lines (CO). 3-D lines
(NCO) will be dealt with in the following. The results are then applicable to 
planes (CO).
It is essential to first study this case, before considering the general 
case of rotation plus translation. It may be of practical use for special 
cases, such as when the camera pans within a static environment.
A. Image Space Methods
On the image plane, corresponding points lie on conic sections, the type 
depending on the orientation of n. A point p is mapped to p' by an 
orthogonal collineation. In terms of homogeneous-F coordinates, the general 
form of a non-singular collineation of p to p' is
PPg - ApH where (17)
18
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l ^ o w io ^ e n  í o u s  -  f  




A c í//híct^/o  ̂ tvia-rWy
J
k o w ô ÿ e n e o u S  ~ 
c o o ^ d /h 
oí
It is convenient to choose the 3—D coordinates of p and p' as their 
homogeneous—F coordinates. In this case, A'is the orthogonal matrix R.
The general mapping in (17) has the property that collinear points are mapped 
into collinear points. In general, the collineation parameters are uniquely 
determined from 4 PCs no 3 of which are collinear [11].
Consider the mapping of £ to z ’ by a non-singular collineation A.
The point dual q of I is mapped to the point dual q/of l'by a 
non-singular collineation (A"’̂ )̂ '. From (2) and (17) (using the method in 
[10]), the mapping of q to q' is
T<1¿ = (A ^)^ qg where ( 18)
ko w x ô q e i A e o u s - F
c o o r d i n a t e  s
„f î




By duality, this general mapping has the property that concurrent lines map
into concurrent lines. Also, (A (and thus A) is determined from 4 LCs, no
3 of which are concurrent. In this case A is an orthogonal matrix R, where 
“1 TR = R . From (17) and (18)» this means that the homogeneous-F coordinates 
of p map by the same orthogonal col line at ion as the homogene ous-F 
coordinates of q. Equivalently, on the image plane, the transformation of 
a point projection p is the same orthogonal collineation of the point dual 
q of a line I.
The following methods do not require sensed LCs - the LCs may be non- 
sensed. The following theorem is a method for determining the rotation from 4 
image-space LCs.
Theorem R1 (4 line method)
The rotation is uniquely determined from 4 image space LCs. 
no 3 of q^ q^ q^ are collinear where
«i.li> = dual point of i= i,..,4
U^,£f) = image space LC i=l,..,4
Proof :
The rotation R of a 3-D point p induces a collineation R of its 
projection p on the image plane. As seen earlier, the image space 
transformation of the point dual q of a line g to the point dual q of 
a line g is also a collineation R. The lines g,g' are formed by 
points mapped by the collineation.
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It must be shown that the LCs (g;,g'- ) i= £, ..,4 are in fact the
t> o
projections of corresponding 3-D lines onto the image plane. Consider the LC
(g>g'), g is determined by 2 distinct points p and
&
on it, and g' is determined by pa and p^. p& and p^ lie
somewhere (in front of the image plane) on the rays Op^ and Op,
respectively. Despite the ambiguity in their location, the 3-]
determined by Pa and p^ has g as its central projection, i.e. I = Â*
Similarly, g * - t ' . Therefore, the LC (g,g') is in fact the
projections of corresponding 3-D lines (&,£'). It should be noted that a 3-D 
rotation of points was not assumed, only that the 3-D motion of points did 
induce a non—singular collineation of its point projections on the image 
plane.
As previously mentioned, R is determined from 4 LCs (1. ,1?)
l  l
i= »••»4 where no 3 of i=t,..,4 are concurrent. By duality, this means 
that no 3 of i=l,..,4 are collinear. QED
The following is a general method for determining the rotation from a 
total of 4 image space PCs and LCs.
Corollary R1 (4 point+line Method)
The rotation is uniquely determined from a total of 4 image space PCs and 
LCs if
no o of p^ i=J. ,..,p qj j*|,..,q are collinear where 
<Pi,Pp  = image space PC,
U^qi) = image space point duals of (¿¿»¿¿)
(V 4) = image space LC
p + q = 4
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Proof:
For pure rotational motion* the transformation of a point projection p 
and the point dual q of a line projection \  are identical - an
orthogonal collineation R (eqs. (17), (18). The representation of a LC (H 
*£') by their point duals (q,q') is in fact a (pseudo) PC
indistinguishable from a real PC. The result follows from Theorem Rl. QED
It
should be noted that the dual points q^ i= ,..,q may be at infinity. 
Points at infinity are equivalently collinear, since the lines they define are 
concurrent at 0 .̂
In both methods, the rotation matrix R is found by solving 5 sets of 3 
linear equations. The rotational axis n and the angle 0 are then found [1].
B. Unit Sphere Methods '
On the unit sphere, corresponding points lie on a circle contained in 
planes perpendicular to n. As in 3—D, the mapping of p to p r is a rotation
V  = Rp (19)
From (16)
q =  Rq  (20)
The mapping of dual points + q of £ is also a rotation (fig. 3). The 
transformation of a point projection p is identical to the transformation of
Athe point duals + q of a line projection £. In fact, they are rotations by 
R, which is also the 3-D motion. For the following methods, it is assumed
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that a sensed correspondence (q,q'), where q' = Rq , can be determined.
In the case of point projections« p' = p (i.e. p is a fixed point under 
the rotation) <=> p = n. n is determined from a single fixed PC. There is an 
analagous result for line projections.
Theorem R2
The rotational axis is determined from one fixed correspondence ( < J , q ' )  
There is also the following result.
Theorem R3
The angle of rotation 0 and the plane (CO) containing n are determined 
from one diametrically opposite correspondence (q,q*)
Suppose the correspondence (q,q') is diametrically opposite, i.e. q' =
A  A-q. Then q is the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue -1 under the
orthogonal transformation R. The characteristic roots of R are 1, eie, e-i^ ’ 
Thus, the angle of rotation 0 must be 180 modulo 2jt. Also,
A  , A  A  Aq • n + q*n = cos 0 + cos 0 = 0 (21 )
It follows that 0 - 90, i.e. q'»n = q«n = 0. Thus, the rotational axis n 
lies in the plane (CO) containing & (also the plane (CO) containing £'). QED
This last case was never seen for corresponding point projections, since 
they must always lie in the open hemisphere z > 0. Suppose a sensed
A Acorrespondence (q,q') cannot be determined, but a fixed line correspondence
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(Z, £') is observed, i.e. £ = £'. The 4 possible correspondences are 
a  a • Then from Theorems R2 and R3, either the rotation is about an 
axis n = q by some 0 or the rotation is 180° about n (where n #q = 0).
The point based methods on the unit sphere in [1] for determining the 
rotation of an object (over 2 or 3 frames) are directly applicable. A LC— 
based method is obtained by replacing p by q.
The following is a method for determining the rotation from 2 LCs.
Theorem R4 (2 line Method 1)
The rotation is uniquely determined by 2 LCs on the unit sphere if
A A A
^1 ^2 n not 011 a 8reat circle where 
^i»i p  = point duals of (£i#£p
A A
(&i*£p = LC on the unit sphere
An = rotational axis
This is based on the geometrical based PC method. It is required that the 
lines £^ d° not lie in planes (CO) whose coaxis is perpendicular to
Using the method of Theorem R4, the following theorem is a method 
for determining the rotation from 3 LCs.
Theorem R5 (3 line Method 1)
The rotation is uniquely determined from 3 LCs on the unit sphere if
a  A  A
^2 3̂ not on a 8reat circle where
y\ j\ a aUi,qP = point duals of ( £A, £p
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< V 4 > = LC on the unit sphere
It is required that the 3 lines ^  ^  * ̂ 3 do n°f l*-e *-n concurrent planes
(CO). At least 1 of the 3 pairs of q^ ,q^ ,q^ do not lie on a great circle 
with n, i.e. at least 1 of the 3 pairs of LCs can be used to determine the 
rotation by Theorem R4. Note that this is a sufficient condition. The 
rotation can be determined in some cases where the lines do lie in concurrent 
planes (CO), where the axis is not aligned with n.
The following is a generalisation of the method in Theorem R4 for the 
determination of the rotation, usng a total of 2 PCs and LCs.
Corollary R2 (2 point+line Method)
The rotation is uniquely determined by a total of 2 point and line 
projection correspondences on the unit sphere if
£  . *  *i=l,..,p qj j=i,..,q n do not lie on a great circle where
. Al*Pi ) = PC on the unit sphere 
<V*i> = dual Points of
A A
= LC on the unit sphere
p + q = 2
There are 3 cases. Cases 1 and 3 are strictly PCs and LCs
(respectvely). In Case 2, l PC and \ LC is used. % cannot lie in a plane 
(CO) perpendicular to the plane (CO) determined by p and n.
The following is a generalization of the method in Theorem R5 for the 
determination of the rotation, using a total of 3 PCs and LCs.
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Corollary R3 (3 point+line Method 1)
Tlie rotation is uniquely determined from a total of 3 PCs
and LCs if
# •  •  I P qj j-lA q do not lie on a great circle where
. A  A'Pi#pp = PC on the unit sphere 
<V*i> = p°int dttals of
A A
= LC on the unit sphere
p + q = 3
The following is an alternative method for the determination of the 
rotation from 3 LCs.
Theorem R6 (3 line Method 2)
. The rotation is uniquely determined from 3 line projection
correspondences on the unit sphere if
This method is based on the PC based method which obtains the elements of R by 
linear solution. It is required that the lines do not lie in
the method of Theorem R5. The difference is that the rotation cannot be 
uniquely determined if the lines do lie in concurrent planes (CO), by this
A  A  A
^1 ^2 ^3 n0* 011 a Sreat circle where
<qi,qp = dual point of
/  A = LCs on the unit sphere
concurrent planes (CO), The uniqueness condition is the same as for
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method. The following is a generalization for the determination of the 
rotation using a total of 3 PCs and LCs.
Corollary R4 (3 point+line Method 2)
The rotation is uniquely determined by a total of 3 PCs and LCs on the 
unit sphere if
£  Ai-t»***p qj j=»,..,q do not lie on a great circle where
/  A  AiPi.pp = PC on the unit sphere 
= dual points of (A^Jtp
*'&i»£p = LC on the unit sphere
p + q = 3
There are 4 cases« Cases 1 and 4 use strictly PCs and LCs
(respectively). In case 2, 2 PCs and f LC is used. £ cannot lie in a plane
(CO) perpendicular to the plane (CO) determined by P1,p2. In case 3, i PC and
2 LCs are used. p cannot lie in the plane (CO) perpendicular to the
concurrent axis of the plane (CO) containing %, and the plane (CO) containing 
£2* The uniqueness condition is the same as for the method of Corollary R3. 
The difference is that the rotation cannot be determined if the condition is 
not satisfied, by this method.
The prior methods using PCs and LCs on the unit sphere are susceptible to 
singular configurations of 3-D points and lines, where the rotation cannot be 
determined. The following corollary establishes the main result that a total 
of any 2 PCs and LCs is sufficient to guarantee a unique solution for the
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rotation.
Corollary R5 (2 point+line* method)
The rotation is uniquely determined by any total of 2 PCs and LCs on the 
unit sphere
A AP^ i=',..,p qj j=j,..,q where
/ A A'Pi»pi) = PC on the unit sphere
/ A  A  a a< V q p  = point duals of (&,£/)
A A
( Z ’̂) = LC on the unit sphere
P + q = 2
There is no requirement on the configuration of the points and lines. Given 2 
correspondences (s^,s£) (s2's2^# a 3rd (artifical) correspondence (sg,Sg) =
^S1 x s2 * x ®2  ̂ can generated [1]. s^,Sg,^3 are linearly independent, 
i.e. they do not lie on a great circle. Thus, the rotation can be determined
by the methods in Corollary R3 or Corollary R4. There are 3 cases.
Cases 1 and 3 use strictly PCs and LCs, respectively. Case 2 
uses l PC and I LC.
Over 3 frames, the rotation can be determined from correspondences of ] 
line over 2 different frame pairs.
Theorem R7
Over 3 frames f̂  ,f̂  , f^, the rotation is uniquely determined from 
corresponding projections of a single line 1 on the unit sphere if
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A  A  t A  tf- q q q are not fixed points
mo<̂ 2n®23 ^ 0» 2n - m o ^2n^l2 w^ere
= dual points of (£,£;&")
A A A
{1,1, Z") - LCs of 1 on tlie unit sphere over 3 frames.
It is required that n0  ̂ü e -*-n *ke P^ane (CO) perpendicular to n
angles of rotation are not. Also# the interframe angles of rotation must be
The following is a generalized result for 3 frames, where the rotation 
can be determined from a total of 2 PCs and LCs.
Corollary R6
Over 3 frames ^'^2*^3' r°tati°n is uniquely determined by a total of 
2 PCs and LCs on the unit sphere over 2 frame pairs, if
If they do, n is determined by Theorem R2 but the inter—frame
such that q" is not rotated to q or q'.
c d are not fixed points
A  A  A  A- c*-c ,d*-d are not aligned where
(c,c*) = 1 of 3 correspondence pairs among (a,a',a")
A A A A(d,d*) = 1 of 3 correspondence pairs among (b,b',b”)
A A  A Asuch that (c,c*) (d,d*) are over different frame pairs among f f fJ» Xl' z2 * I3
(p»p') = PC on the unit sphere
^ A A (q,q') = point duals of (l,Z')
(Z,l') - LC on unit sphere
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Proof:
If c and d are not fixed points, then the non-zero vectors c*-c and d*-d 
are perpendicular to n [1], n c'an be computed as their cross product, 
provided that they are not aligned. The interframe angles of rotation are 
determined as in [1]. QED
PCs and LCs over 2 different frame pairs are required.
There are isolated cases where the rotation cannot be determined, 
depending on the angle of rotation G and the location of the points/lines
Arelative to n.
It is impossible to obtain a relative depth map of lines on an object. 
Given (q,q') associated with the LC (Z 9Z') » there are a number of 
possibilities for l:(m,p^). For each one, it is transformed by the rotation 
to obtain l':(Rm,Rp^). A possible 3-D line correspondence 1,1' is given by
jl where * A Aq*m = 0 = 11 P̂ ll 5 *x m Jj p^ |J arbitrary
£':(m',p^) where m ' = Rm = Rp^
( 22)
It is then impossible to determine a relative depth map of 3-D lines on the 
object from a set of line correspondences.
C. Summary of Pure Rotation Case
For pure rotational motion of an object, the transformation of point 
projections on the image plane (unit sphere) are identical to the 
transformation of the dual points of line projections on the image plane (unit 
sphere). On the image plane, the transformation is a collineation by R and on
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the unit sphere the transformation is a rotation R. As the result, the PC 
based methods in [1] are directly applicable.
Over 2 frames, any sum of 4 image space PCs and LCs can be used to 
determine the rotation. The image space methods have the advantage of not 
requiring sensed correspondences (q,<£') to be determined. But it has the 
disadvantage that 4 LCs are required and a unique solution is not guaranteed. 
There are 2 methods on the unit sphere which require only a total of 2 PCs and 
LCs, where a unique solution is guaranteed. However, it is assumed that a 
sensed correspondence (q,q') can be determined. Over 3 frames, any sum of 2 
non fixed PCs and LCs (sensed) over different frame pairs determines the 
rotation. A relative depth map of 3-~D lines on the object cannot be obtained .
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V. Pure Translation
The 3-D motion of the rigid body over a sequence of images is assumed to 
be a translation. A point p on the object transforms to p' by








In 3-D, corresponding points lie on lines parallel to the translation vector. 
From (4)* the 3-D line parameters transform by
m 1 Am
+ *
, A  . A(m* t)m
(24)
The directions (m,m') of corresponding lines (1,1') are the same, that is Z 
and are parallel. Similarly, a plane maps into a parallel plane. Note
that p^' is not the image of p^ under the translation, p^' is the the trans­
lation of pA by t minus the component of t in the direction of m (fig. 4). 
From (5) and (24)» the transformation of q to q' is
q' = q + (m x t) (25)
q translates in a direction perpendicular to m and t, by an amount depending 
on the magnitude of t and its relative orientation with m.
It is possible for one or both corresponding 3-D lines &»£' to contain 
the origin, i.e. one or both of their projections (£,£') is a point. In the 






fig. 4 pure translation t - transformation of (m, q, q) under translation of ^
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assumed that a valid correspondence (q,q') of the LC ( i , V ) can be obtained« 
where q,q' represent the hyperplanes containing 1,1', and their corresponding 
senses.
For some configurations lines on the object, the translation and a rela­
tive depth map of points/lines can be determined. It will be useful in some 
applications. It can also be applied for the general case of motion, involv­
ing rotation plus translation, to determine the translation and a relative 
depth map of points/lines.
A. Transformation and Geometry of Line Projections on the Image Plane
First, the transformation of a point projection on the image plane will 
be reviewed. The transformation of an image space point p to p' is
i  p  +
(26)
I « — / F f — t'
p = p p s 7 P
-  . 2* FAs a 2-D point, p is scaled by followed by a translation by 'z +̂ * [Ax
TAy] . The scale reflects the zooming component of the 3-D translation (with 
respect to the image plane), i.e. Az. The image space translation reflects 
the sliding component of t (with respect to the image plane), i.e. [Ax Ay]T .
Consider, the transformation of a point dual of a line projection on the 
image plane. In the case when £ , do not contain Oj, the transformation of 










w  + (¿5 xf). 
F /
¿7 l
w £ .f F i Hi x-̂ ')
F (27)
t * w
As a 2 D point, q is scaled by + ^  x t) , followed by a translation ^
t) [<m x t) (m x t) ]. The effect of t on the scaling and translational x /
components of q is different than for p.
Some geometrical properties of the point duals (q,q') of LCs (%»%) 
are now described. From (5), since m' = m, q and q' are perpendicular to m. 
It follows that q and q' are also perpendicular to m. From (25)»
q x q' = m(q-t) (28)
The 3 cases of an image space (£,£') is now examined.
FACT T1
%,%' coincide <=> q* t=0
Proof:
From Fact II, the fact that !,£' coincide equivalent to the fact that
£ »1' lie in the same plane (CO). It is geometrically obvious that this is
equivalent to the fact that t lies in the plane (CO) containing jl (or *,'). 
The fact that Z , Z ' are on the same plane (CO) is equivalent to the fact that 
q' = kq, where k £ 0 and both q,q' are not 0. This means that q x q' = 0.
From (28)» this is equivalent to q*t = 0. QED
In another words, the lines £,£' coincide if and only if t lies in the
plane (CO) containing Z .
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FACT T2
Z»i* are finite, distinct, parallel <=> = 0 and q*t = 0
Proof:
From Fact 12, the fact that £,£' are finite, distinct, parallel is 
equivalent to the fact that £,£* lie in distinct planes (CO) (not z=0) with 
coaxis in the z=0 plane. Consider the coaxis of the plane (CO) containing £ 
and the plane (CO) containing £'. From FACT II and FACT T1, the fact that "g, 
,£' lie in distinct planes (CO) is equivalent to the fact that q*t £ 0.
The coaxis is given by (2g) • Since q* t £ 0, the fact that the z-component 
of the coaxis is 0 is equivalent to the fact that = 0. QED
In another words, £,£' are finite, distinct, parallel if and only if t 
does not lie in the plane (CO) containing £ and the lines £ and £ are paral­
lel to the image plane.
FACT T3
£,£' are finite, non-parallel <=> m^ jt 0 and q*t £ 0 
Proof:
This follows from Theorems T1 and T2. QED
The results of FACTS T1-T3 can be used to determine some facts about the 
translation t and the lines £,£' from a single LC (£,£'). The use of these 
facts are important later on.
Determining the translation and object structure from image space LCs is 
very difficult, and further complicated by the degeneracy in parameterization
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of line projections. Therefore, the problem will be analyzed exclusively on 
the unit sphere.
B. Transformation and Geometry of Line Projections on the Unit Sphere
First, the transformation of a point projection and the the geometry of 
corresponding point projections on the unit sphere will first be reviewed. 
The transformation of p to p' is
D p i *p = — L ~  p
" n p n
II t  I) £
« p'n
(29)
. /% A IID Ifp is a vector sum of p and t, where is the relative depth of p with 
, lit l|respect to p' and "— ~ is the amount of translation t relative to the depth of« pi)
p'. From (29),
9 __ l i t  l| p *
P *  P -  xn p'n (30a)
(30b)
(30c)
From (30a), the poles of the great circles determined by the distinct 
correspondences (p>p') are perpendicular to t. The angles between p,p' and
A  Ap',t are given in (30b) and (30c).
As shown in [1], the unit translation vector i can be determined from the 
geometrical properties of p,p',t. From a fixed PC (p,p'), t is determined to
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within a ±  sign. From 2 non-fixed PCs (p1 #p£) (p2 » P p  t is determined if
£ a  a  al*P2 »p2 do not lie on a great circle. Once t is determined, the ratios 
and can be determined from (30b), (30c) provided that p,t are not aligned. 
Given additional PCs, it is possible to obtain a relative depth map of 3-D 
points and the amount of translation t relative to point depths.
A ^Consider, the transformation of point duals + q of the line projection 
From (24), the transformation of m and p^ is
V* ~~ ™
?/= "A5' h  * « n » )
n P/ n u p ;  *
(31)
From (5 ) ,
^ A Aq = m x p. * i A t *,q' = m x p^ (31‘a)
From (31) and (11,‘, another set of equations can be derived
i'- " Pa11 « , ii it / 1 , \
(32)
p/= * “A
1,pi  11 II p /ll J
(the transformation of q can also be obtained from (25)) q is a vector sum of 
fs w ?x wq and (m x t), where *— T*is the relative depth of & to o' and
N P/M
II t  U
ll p' || is the amount of translation relative to the depth of &[





n t >y 
»1 p/  n (33a.)
V
l ' ?
11 Px »1 . II t II f 2  t\ .
<33b )
II j  II
II P '  II «*■
<33c)
II P-L II 
II ? ¿  II
(33d)
(33e)
These equations describe tbe geometry of the 
They are important in the determination of the 
tive depth map of lines.
A A /\ A a  ^unit vectors q,q',m,p ,p',t.
Aunit translation t and a rela-
The geometry of LCs (1,1) follows from the geometry of the (£,£/) 
described in A.
FACT T4
A , A  . . A. „ A  Aq = ± q ± z) <=> q. t = 0 
Proof:
A  . A  __q = ±q is equivalent to a fixed LC on the unit sphere, which is
equivalent to a fixed image space LC (T#p ) .  The result follows from FACT T1.
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Alternatively, it also follows from (28) . QED
A A
In other words, the corresponding great circles (£,£') are fixed if and 
only if t lies in the plane (CO) containing £. Given a fixed LC on the unit 
sphere (£,&'), it can be determined that t lies in the plane (CO) containing
A ^
% * i.e. t lies on the great circle determined by + q. Compare this to: Given
a fixed PC (p,p'), it can be determined that t lies on a line containing p,
Ai.e. t is one of two poles of a great circle. There is more ambiguity in the
Alocation of t from a fixed LC than from a fixed PC.
FACT T5
(qxq')^ = 0  <=> mg = 0 where q' ¿ + q (^ + z)
Proof:
This follows from (28 ) . QED
Case 1 when %,%' are finite and coincide is equivalent to q' = + q (̂  + z)
(FACT T4). Case 2 when are finite, distinct, parallel is equivalent to
A . - A  . . A  A  —  —
q r- ± q ±  z) and m^ ~ 0. Case 3 when £»£ are finite, non-parallel (not 
Case 1 and not Case 2) is equivalent to q' £ ± q (̂  ± z) and £ 0 .  Cases 2 
and 3 are summarized in FACT T5. Given Case 2, the conclusion is that t does 
not lie in the plane (CO) determined by q and 1,1' are parallel to the image 
plane. Given Case 3 ,  the conclusion is that the t does not lie in the plane 
(CO) determined by q and are not parallel to the image plane. The use of
these facts is important later on.
C. Determination of m,jq and Other Parameters from (a,q)X JL
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Under certain conditions, it is possible to determine the parameters m,pJ*
,p^' from the correspondence (q,q').
Theorem T1
Given (q,q') associated with the LC (£,£'), m,p^,p^' can be determined
from o a f
- = ♦ l
" h i m '’' n
1 , 1 ’ not fixed
tA A A — A v ^ ,ip^ = q x m : p * p A > 0  p e 
i3| “ £' x m : p'*p^ > 0 p' e
&,£' fixed
x pa) x pb] < 0 m-[(pb x pa) x pft] ^ 0 
/Swi ;
m*[(p^ x pa) x p^] \  0 m* [ (pb x p^] > 0
f A A a  - a  * ~ “  7,lp4 = q x m : p*p^ > 0  p e jf}
= 3' x £ : p ' *pĵ  > 0 P ' e 1 ')
aq*m 0
Proof:
Consider the case of a non-fixed LC (£,£'). From FACT Tl, q*t £ 0. 
Thus, from (33a), m can be determined to within a + sign
*  a * t x e/
II i x t" II
(35)
From (11), both m,p^,q and m,pj,q' are sets of right-handed orthonormal
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vectors. Thus, and can be determined from
3. - A A= q x m A A Ap^ = q' x m <?6>
There is a + ambiguity in p^ and p^ , since m has a + ambiguity. But, the
A Acorrect sign of p^ and p^ can be determined. From (4),
P'P^ = 1 P̂  If > 0  p e i
(37)
'•p; = i) p; ii > o p' e £
That is, the sign of pA can be determined from any point p on Z' by ensuring
-  Athat P’P^ is positive (similarly for pĵ  ).
The inclusive angle d> between any point p on 2 and p must be less•1*
than 90° (similarly for p',p' on £'). The dot products in (37) are propor- 
tional to the cosine of an angle less than 90°, which is positive. Once p^ 
and pA are uniquely determined, then a unique m is determined, which is con­
sistent with (ll).
Suppose the LC (£,£') is fixed i.e. q' = ±q. From (ll),
q*m = 0 or m lies on the great circle determined by +q. The solutions for m 
may be further isolated, given distinct points p^p^ on a and distinct 
points p^, on £'. Consider the restriction on m given Pa*Pb . Geometr­
ically, the vector between any 2 points on the rays 0pa and 0p^ is aligned 
with m.
k”*kaPa " kbPb wllere V  kb > 0 Pa’ Pb e Î
or





(pj, x 1 Pa is a vector perpendicular to pa and (pfe x pa) z is a vector
perpendicular to p^, where both lie on the great circle determined by +q.
since Pa,p^ are distinct, pa * P^ f 1. Since Pa»P|, lie on the open hemisphere
z > 0 ^Pa#P^ lie in front of the camera z > 0), they are not diametrically
opposite and pa*p^ £ -1. Thus Pa * P|, ^ ±1 and the dot products with m in
(39) are never 0. In fact, they have the same sign, since K have the samea u
sign. Geometrically, m must lie on 2 diametrically opposite arcs of the great
circle determined by +q. They are the intersection of the 2 half circles
defined by the inequalities in (39) with positive/negative sign. Similarly,
another solution region for m is defined by a pair of inequalities determined
from Pa,p^ on &'. It is clear that it is best to choose the
points Pa»P|j on l as far apart as possible (i.e. the endpoints of £̂ ) to
obtain a smaller solution region for m (similarly for Pa,p^ on £'). Given 
/% a *some m, p^ and p^ are determined by the method described above. In fact,
. A * A  ̂, Asince q = +q, p^ = +p^. QED
Given (q,q') associated with a non-fixed LC (£,£*)» £,£' can be deter-
A
mined up to a single degree of freedom. The orientation m and per­
pendicular directions p̂ ,pĵ  of the lines £,£* are uniquely determined, but
not their depths. & slides on Op^, where £ is perpendicular to Op^ (similarly
for £’ and 0p̂ '). Given (q,q') associated with the fixed LC (&,£') and
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distinct points on Z»Z* are not uniquely determined. There are a
set of solutions for m, for each of which p^,p^ can be uniquely determined.
Under certain conditions, the normals of a plane defined by 2 lines can 
be determined from 2 LCs.
Theorem T2
Suppose the lines Z^t Z2 are distinct,non-parallel (the lines Z{,Zj, are 
also distinct,non-parallei) . Let be the plane containing Z^ and Jt2 be the 
plane containing *2, where nx and n2 are parallel (*£ is tie plane containing
^2 and*2 is the plane containing Z£, wherej/-^ and are parallel). The com­
mon normals +n to the parallel planes n2 are uniquely determined
from the non-fixed LCs and (12 ,12 ) .
Proof:
Suppose £^,^2 are distinct and non-parallel. £-£, £2 are also distinct and 
non-parallel, where Z± is parallel to Z± and is parallel to Ĵ . There are 
a set of parallel planes parallel to . The common normals +n are
perpendicular to Z2 ,Z2 (also to Z^^Z^)» Let jt̂  be the plane containing Ẑ , «2 
be the plane containing Z2 , be the plane containing #£, be the plane
containing Z £ t From 2 non—fixed LCs i^,^) (^2* ̂ 2}  * the orien^a^i°ns 
m^>m2 ^1* ^2 are uni<luely determined (Theorem Tl) . Since Z^ and Z2 are not
parallel, m^ and m2 are not aligned. Thus, the normals +n are uniquely deter­
mined from
J » jfc » » *-■
l U , x ^ l )  (40)
QED
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The normals to the set of parallel planes defined by any 2 lines £..#£
-L
(also determined by£^,£|) are determined from 2 non-fixed LCs (L,I{) (£ 
The case where £^'^2 are coPlanar on n = = n2 (£¿#£2 are
coplanar on n' = jt̂  = 7̂ ) will be useful later on.
Under certain conditions for a general rigid motion, an o-point 
correspondence (OPC) can be determined to within a sign from 2 LCs
Theorem 0
Suppose the lines £^,£2 are non-parallel»coplanar on the plane n (with 
intersection point o) and the lines are non-parallel»coplanar on jt' (with
intersection point o') where
- are not planes (CO).
- the LCs (£^,£p i = 1,2 are not fixed
Given (q^,q!) i = 1,2 associated with the (£^,£p i=l,2 
can be determined from
«■»
O  * ±
2 * 1 / 1 /
S ' *  *
» < 'm V  II
Proof :
the OPC (+o,+o')
Suppose £^,£2 are non-parallel and coplanar on n, where o is their inter­
section point. Let o,p^ be 2 distinct points on and o,p2 be 2 distinct 
points on £2 (fig. 5). Under the rigid motion, o,p-pp2 move to their respec­
tive corresponding points o',p^,p£. The corresponding line £' of 1 is defined 
by o,p^ and the corresponding line £̂  of £2 is defined by o,p£. Thus, 0,0 ' 
are corresponding 3-D points, where o is the intersection of £^, and o' is 






fig. 5 determination of OPC (o, o') from 2 LCs where o =  l ± f\ Q 2
o 1 = {{ n  ii
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0 " P-tl + M l  = Pjl2 + X2“ 2
°' = pji + M i  = Pi' 2 + M i
Solving for
X = - *"«• ‘ i f a  *?±l Lx = -
» * , )  />„'•(»?/*4 / )
Substituting (42) into (41),
PJL2*^ml  x ®2^° = p21^pJL2’ ^  x ®2^ “  “ l^ “ 2 ’ p̂i 2  x pJ.lO
pX 2 -(" i x m2) 0 ' =  pj î (pj[2 * x ■ £)) ~ ®i(®2*^pi2  x P j l ^
From (5)#
h 1  «2 = pJ .l(f l 2 ' (fil  1 * 2) }  ~  “ l< “ 2 ‘ (p22 1 p2 1 ))





Pli* W ,  ̂ 4 / )
Under the assumption that are coplanar on a non-plane (NCO) n (q-j
and Z £ , Z^ are coplanar on a non-plane (NCO) jt ' (q£ = +q^),
^  x  q 2 ^  o q£ x  q i  ^  o
„ /A /> . /> ,
p12*'ml x m2' = mi ‘ ^2 ^ ®
p ^ l # i® {  x  m2 ) =  m£ *q 2 £ 0








Geometrically, o lies along the coaxis of the plane (CO) containing
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and the plane (CO) containing ^  (similarly, for o',^,^). QED
Note that there are 4 possible OPCs (+o, +o'). This result will be useful 
later for the rotation plus translation case, in situations where the lines 
lie on planar surfaces. Under certain conditions for the case of pure trans­
lation, a valid PC can be determined from 2 LCs.
Theorem T3
Suppose the lines are non-parallel,coplanar on the plane n (%,&2
intersect at o) and the lines are non’"Parallel »coplanar on the plane
2 intersect at o') where
- n, jt' are not planes (NCO)
- the line correspondences (ĵ ,*,') i = 1,2 are not fixed# Given
< V q p  i = associated with the (£.,£p i = 1,2
- a non-fixed OPC (o,o') is uniquely determined from
* -  s « * * ♦ * :
1 / 4 /
n f ,  x i\  ii
h - s ■— "t— • 
II f , H '  II
s = sgn(pj^.(m^ x n^)) s' = sgn(pj2 *̂ mi  r  m2))
»Pit tf II ?J\)— the relative line depths " , are uniquely determinedDPixll HfiiP
Proof:
From Theorem 0, o and o' are given non-trivially by (45). Since the LCs
( I p  i = 1,2 are not fixed, m^ = m^, m^ = mj, Pj2 'Pj2 can ¿etermined
(Theorem Tl) . Thus, the sign of P^2 *̂ ml x an<̂  s^8n £¿2*̂ ml x m^) 
can be determined, and (o,o') (a valid OPC) can be computed as stated. Furth­
ermore, it is non-fixed. Assume that it is fixed. Then t is aligned with o =
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x q2, i • e • by (45) t lies on the line of intersection of the plane (CO) 
containing 1̂  and the plane (CO) containing &2, i.e. = 0 and t*<l2 = 0 if
lies in both the plane (CO) containing and the plane (CO) containing ¿2)• 
This means that the LCs (j^,^) (I2.¿¿) are both fixed (FACT Tl). By 
assumption, this is not the case.
By Theorem T2, the unit normals +n to n and it’ are determined. Since
an<* are coplanar on n, so are p ^  and pj,2 . Similarly, pj^ and pj2 are
coplanar on n'. Since, n,Ji' are not planes (NCO)
S-Pjti = k n*P^i =
Thus, the relative line depths can be comp
» ft.»« _ »•pj.i ii p j  h










This result will be useful for the pure translation case, in situations 
where lines lie on planar surfaces.
In summary, there are a number of quantities which can be determined from 
a set of LCs (&^, ¿p i = l,..,n. From a non-fixed (£j,£p, the parameters
A * A  —  —m are uniquely determined. In the rare case that (jtjjfcp is a
fixed LC, these parameters cannot be uniquely determined. Given 2 non-fixed
LCs (&!,£■[) and (&2,£2) where non-parallel and 2̂ lie on parallel
planes, the unit normals +n can be determined. Given 2 non-fixed LCs (][ ,£,
j[) ii 2 wbere &2 ,&2 are coplanar (on a plane (NCO)) and are
coplanar (on a plane (NCO)), an OPC (&,o') can be determined. In addition.
the relative depths of with respect to ^  an^ with respect to ££ can be 
de termined.
D. Case when 3.-D Lines are of an Arbitrarv Configuration
AThe goal is to determine the unit translation t and a relative depth map 
of points/lines. Given the correspondence (q,q') associated with a non-fixed 
LC (£,£'), are uniquely determined (Theorem Tl) . From the 2 vector
equations in (32)» 4 independent scalar equations can be written. Given the 
correspondence (q,q') associated with a fixed LC (£,&')» fl.Pj, ,p^ are not 
uniquely determined. The solution set for m,p^,p^ are represented by 3 equa­
tions and 4 inequalities (Theorem Tl). Together with (32), 7 independent
equations and 4 inequalities can be written. Given n correspondences (q^,q!) 
i = l,..,n , let f be the number of fixed correspondences (&^,£p i * 
l,..,f. There are 4f inequalities and 7f + 4(n-f) » 3f + 4n scalar equations
Ain 2n+2 unknowns. The unknowns are some two of the xyz components of t and
H Put’l « t «the ratios 7\ and , ’ i » l»..,n. The uniqueness of solution is examined Il "it D II ̂À ¿ ]|
next.
« n Pj. i) « t  »Consider the uniqueness of solution for t, _/ , . / . given (q,q').
» n  ii 11 Fi 11 11 11
There are many solutions to jjp'ij* since the depths of 1,1' are undetermined,
Fixing it to some value, there are a number of configura­
tions of For each configuration, there is a multitude of translations
which can bring £ to a parallel line £'. In general, there are many solutions
to the unknowns. The following theorem establishes the necessary conditions 
/%that t must satisfy.
Theorem T4
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Given (q,q') associated with the LC (£,£') 
(£,£') not fixed q»t >< 0
— —  ̂A(£,£') fixed q»t = 0
*the solutions to t




A a ASuppose (£,£') is not fixed. m,p^,p^ are uniquely determined, where
a  a  v a  ¡ \ p j j j  i l  i  i fq*t f 0 (Theorem Tl). The solutions to t,~ ̂ ^ p , ^  necessarily satisfy 
(34c) and (34d). In order to give positive ratios , the sign of q»t and 
q'*t must be the same, opposite to the sign of q'*p^(which is known).
Suppose (£,£') is fixed. The result is a consequence of FACT T4. QED
AGeometrically, t must lie in a certain region of the unit sphere. Con-
- - * Asider the case when (£,£') is not fixed. The inequality q»t >< 0 defines a
A A Ahemisphere with pole +q and the inequality q'»t >< 0 defines a hemisphere with
A Apole +q' (fig. 6a)» t must lie within the intersection of 2 hemispheres, 
whose poles are coaxial about +m. It is a region bounded by 2 longitudinal 
half circles, whose ends terminate at +m. Its fraction of the area of the 
unit sphere is
where 0 < < n - 1  , A ,  A0O = cos (q *q)
a
(49)
In 3-D, t lies within the the intersections of 2 half-spaces. It is one of 
the 4 v-shaped regions defined by the 2 planes (CO) q*p = 0 and q'»p = 0. 
Consider the case when (£,£') is fixed, t lies on a great circle with poles 
±q (fig. 6b). In 3-D, t lies on a plane (CO) determined by q»p = 0.
unit
sphere
q 1. p ±  < *  ✓
q-t > 0
fig. 6a (pure translation) for non-fixed LC - solution region
for t is a hemisphere portion
fig. 6b (pure translation) for fixed LC (*, 2') - solution region for
At is a great circle
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It is important to note that these are the solution regions where t lies.
AIt is certain the t cannot lie outside these regions. In each case, a size­
able portion of the unit sphere is ruled out. However, it might be possible 
that some unit vectors within the solution region are not solutions to t.
The strategy is to choose correspondences (q^,qp i = l,..,n so as to
Aisolate a small solution region for t. It is best to use fixed LCs. However, 
they rarely occur. In general, only non-fixed LCs are available. The solu­
tion region is an intersection of hemispherical portions as in fig. 6a. 
Under certain conditions, this might be a small patch on the unit sphere. If
one fixed LC is available, it will be narrowed down to an arc (of a great cir-
Acle) within this patch. Given 2 fixed LCs, t is determined to within a + 
sign.
Theorem T5
Given (q^qp i = 1,2 associated with the 2 fixed LCs (s,i»£p i = 1,2,
At is determined to within a + sign by
i - ±
11 t, * II
Proof:
From Theorem T5, given 2 fixed LCs (£2,£p
A A  ^ A
V 1 = 0 q2 #t = 0 <50>
Note that q^,q2 are not aligned, since the LCs are distinct. Thus, t can be 
computed to a + sign as stated. The permissible solution region is the inter­
section of 2 distinct great circles defined by q^q^,, i.e. 2 diametrically
opposite points. QED
With an additional non—fixed LC, t is uniquely determined.
Theorem T6
Given (q̂ .,q!) i = 1,2 associated with the fixed LCs i = 1,2




*> %  * II
where f
%  • fj 3
Proof:
A _ _By Theorem T5, t is determined to with a + sign from 2 fixed LCs
“ — — — ^ ^  ̂ ^
Given a non-fixed LC, (^,£3) 0.3 * 4 an<̂  ^3 * * must have the
opposite sign of q^• Pjj, where p i s  known. Thus, the sign of t can be
resolved. QED
There is the following fact.
FACT T6
Assume the LC (Z^,Zp is not fixed. Given t, the ratios 
It Pit'll ¡1 t )1




II i  I)
»/>,/« =
If (£^,£i) is a non-fixed LC, q£t £ 0 (FACT Tl). The ratios are uniquely- 
determined from (51a), (51b).QED
This result will be useful later in the determination of a relative depth map 
of points/lines.
E. Case when 3-D Lines Lie on Planar Surfaces
The assumption is that distinct lines L  i = l,..,n lie on distinct
planar surfaces i = l,..,m , where there are at least 2 non-parallel lines
per surface. There are o-points O; i = l,..,o , which are the intersectionsc
of among the n lines. Such a configuration will be denoted by (m n
o). There are 2 notable properties.
Property 1 - there is at least 1 o-point per surface
Property 2 - the normals to each surface is determined by some 2
non-parallel lines within it
These facts form the basis of the 2 families of methods which can be used to
Adetermine t.
Consider the plane n. which contains 2 non-parallel lines & . , K .. TheJ ai bi
plane nj (parallel to n j) contains the 2 non-parallel lines Denote
the plane (CO) containing £ by p. There are 4 cases of corresponding planes 
Jii where each may be a plane (CO) or non-plane (NCO). In case
both IK , nj are identical planes (CO). In fact, paj - p^j = pa  ̂ = p ^
and the LCs (&a^# ^ai^  ̂ ^bi'^bi^ are In cases 2 and 3, one of n j ,
is a plane (CO) and the other is a parallel non-plane (NCO). In both
1
' Pjl l 
i r
(51b)
¿ap  ( ^bi* are not fixed. Consider case 2.cases, both LCs ( &ap  ( ¿̂¿) are not fixed. Consider case 2. nj
is the plane (CO) containing ^ai,^bi, i.e. n- = pfti = pM . Since «¿. lie
in n' which is distinct, parallel to n., they do not lie in n.. Thus, nei-
J J J
ther LC is fixed. By a similar argument, this is true for case 3. In case 4,
both 11̂ and nj are parallel planes (NCO) . Either LC may be fixed or non- 
fixed.
Polyhedral objects are examples where lines lie on planar surfaces. 
Planar surfaces,lines,o-points are represented by faces,edges,vertices of a 
polyhedron, (respectively). For an Euler polyhedron,
m - n + o = 2 B - 2 H  where (52)
m = number of faces B = number of bodies n = number of edges
o = number of vertices H = number of
topological handles
For a given object of this type, the number of faces, edges, and vertices are 
constrained. There is a further constraint due to the fact that only a subset 
of them are visible to the camera, in a sequence of images.
1. Class A Methods - using Property 1.
The approach is to determine OPCs (o^op i = l,..,o. Then the point
based methods in [1] can be applied. There are certain sufficient conditions 
which must be satisfied in order to obtain OPCs.
The existence of OPCs ( o . $  is established by a pair of coplanar,non-l' ti
parallel lines sad a pair of coplanar,non-parallel lines ^¿i^ bi on
the plane n^. From Theorem T3, there are 2 basic conditions which must be
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satisfied to determine the OPCs (o.,Si) . First, the LCs (£ £'.) and (I* * al
bi'^bi^ must not U® fixed. Second, '^bi cannot be contained in a plane
(CO) and f^i'^bi cannot be contained in a plane (CO), i.e. pfti £ pti and p£. £ 
This is equivalent to the fact that n., 7TÎ cannot be planes (CO).
Cases 1,2,3 cannot be handled. Situations where there is at least 
one fixed LC in Case 4 also cannot be handled. Only situations where both LCs 
are not fixed fixed in case 4 can be handled.
Under certain conditions, t may be determined from configurations of the 
type (m n o) o > 2.
Theorem T7 (Method Al)
Suppose the lines i=l,..,n lie on planes xt̂  i=l,..,m and the lines ili 
i*l,..,n lie on planes xr' i=l,..,m where
- there are at least 2 OPCs (c k , Si) i=l,2
- the plane * (*i> containing o1 <0'l) 
is a plane (NCO)
the plane „ containing o2(oV  
is a plane (NCO)
- the LCs (j£̂ , £i) i»l,2 are not fixed
/
Given (q^, qi) i=l,2 associated with (£^, £p i=l,2 t is uniquely deter­
mined if
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* °1 °2 no* ü e *n a P^ane (CO)
Proof :
Given the assumptions, the OPCs (o^ op i=l,2 can be determined (Theorem 
T3). The result follows from the 2-point method in [1]. QED
AThe conditions under which t can be determined depends on the 3-D configura­
tion of lines used and the translation t. Configurations (1 3 2),(2 4 2),(2 3 
2) are examples where this method can be applied. It can also be
applied to configurations (m n o) where o>2.
Under certain conditions, t may be determined from configurations of the 
type (m n o) o > 3.
Theorem T8 (Method Â2)
Suppose the lines iL i=l,..,n lie on planes i=l,..,m and the lines A i
i=l,..,n lie on planes n*. i=l,..,m where
- there are at least 3 OPCs (oi# ip i=l,2,3
- the plane n,(ni> containing °i<0i>
is a plane (NCO)
the plane it (n2) containing o2(o2) 
is a plane (NCO)
the plane « <"J> containing o3 (oi> 
is a plane (NCO)
55“ the LCs (£^, i=l,2,3 are not fixed
Given (q̂ , qp i=l,2,3 associated with ( £p i=l,2,3 t is uniquely deter­
mined if
°1 °2 °3 not lie on a plane (CO)
Proof:
Given the assumptions, the OPCs (oi# Sp  i=l,2,3 can be determined 
(Theorem T3). The result follows from the 3-point method in [1]. QED
The conditions under which t can be determined is not a function of t, as was 
for Method A1. It is only a function of the configuration of the 3-D lines. 
Configurations (1 3 3),(2 4 3) are examples where this method can be applied* 
It can also be applied to configurations (m n o) where o>3.
Given the solution of t by Methods Al, A2 a relative depth map of o- 
points and lines can be obtained (in general).
FACT T7
Given the solution of t by Methods A1,A2, a relative depth map of the 
points o^, o? i=l,..,o i=l,..,n can be obtained (in general)
Consider the lines and the o-points o^ on the plane nj and the lines
, * 
l  ̂ and the o-points oj on the plane nj. In the determination of t by Methods
Al, A2, it is assumed that the planes n., are planes (NCO). The relative«1 «1
depths among pj,̂  on jtj can be obtained and the relative depths among pĵ f on Jij 
can be obtained (Theorem T3) . In addition, the relative depths among o^, Pj.i 
on iij can be obtained and the relative depths among o|, p^! on nj can be
56/0 h P u n  ii t iiobtained, by equations similar to (48). The ratios ,7'T7Ttv ,TA / „are determinedH rj.i I* *• II
from (5la),(5lb), since the LC &!) is not fixed. In total, the rela­
tive depths among o^, o£, p^, p^i on the planes 7tj, jtj can be obtained. This 
can be done for all planes i=l,..,m.
The relative depths among o ^  o* i i=l,..,o Pji, P j J i=l,..,n (which 
span all planes nj i=l,..,m can be obtained if the relative depths among 
°i# o| i=l»..,o can be obtained. This can be done in general, given (<£• ,o* )
Ai=l,..,o used to determine t by Methods Al, A2 [1].
2. Class B Methods - using Property 2
The approach is to determine the relative depths of lines on a planar 
surface. A different set of linear equations in t can then be used to solve
_ Afor t.
From (34b),(34c) the following equations can be derived.
* A
2 '  *
II *i«H
t r V  _  » Pio n « fv . H « Pio q
« P u ' i l I
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J ii h i  n U r  h ;)<• - ( % - h i )  ?] (54a)
where t- CfV .ct
-1  ̂*f t- '  P
_ H i  II «
" n o  U *
- r* ? -L . J J a l L  q  ' ¿7 \
‘Ipso II Hpsi'11 *
(54b)
(54a) is a homogeneous equation in t (and t^) , (54 b) may be a homogeneous ox 
non-homogeneous equation in tQ. The conditions under which these equations 
can be determined is now examined.
Consider the homogeneous equation (54a). It is assumed that the the 
lines 1 ^, are non-parallel and coplanar on a planar surface n. a^j must 
not be zero for (54a) to'be non-trivial. From (54a)
(55)
58There are 2 cases where a.^=0 , q^= +q^ and q^ £ +qj. In the case q^, q̂  are
1 • J a a  _ aaligned a ^ = 0 . In the case qj, qj are not aligned a^j=0 if and only if q̂ *
t-0 and qj*t=0. The following theorem establishes the conditions under which
a non-trivial (54a) can be obtained.
Theorem T8
Suppose the lines £., £. are non-parallel, coplanar on the plane n (£., £•
«1 A J
intersect at o) and the lines £ i, £j are non-parallel,coplanar on tt' (£i, £j 
intersect at o) where
7i, 7i1 are planes (NCO)
- the LCs (£1# I p  (£2, £p are
not fixed
Given (qx, q£) (q2 , qp associated with 
(£^, £p (£2 » £^ the following 2








Under the assumptions, the non-fixed OPC (o, o') can be obtained, i.e. o x "o' 
^ 0 (Theorem T3). Thus, a non-trivial ( 54) can be obtained.
i.e.
A A A  S'
Aare distinct q^ li 1+
A Aif and only if q̂ * t=0 and q •* t=0
j
< Y are not fixed.J
T*1US' aij ^ 0- Under the assumptions, the quantities p^, Pxj ' an<* » M l  
liti,»
can
be obtained (Theorems Tl, T3). Thus, (nonzero) a^  can be determined and a 









From above, the cross product of a., and (o x o') is 0, where a..^0_and (o xij
o')?t0. This means that a., and (o x o') are aligned. QEDij
From this result, the homogeneous equations in (54a) and (56) are equivalent. 
In both cases, non-trivial equations are obtained under the same conditions. 
The difference is the computation in obtaining them. The fact that a^ and 
x o' are aligned can be seen geometrically, . Geometrically, o, o ' ,
A Alie on a great circle, o x o' is normal to the great circle. From (55) and 
the fact that q^ x qj is aligned with o, ajj=k(o x t) is also normal to the
great circle 6Ò
Consider the homogeneous/non-homogeneous equation (54b)• It is assumed 
that are non-parallel and coplanar on n. b^ must not be 0 for for 
(54b) to be non-trivial. From (54b)
1 f
L II Pat' IIU l P x J  + * V a  6/k ) Pat “ ̂j/P a t II + ^ ' P a t) Pa»_
Assume b^ =0.
There are 2 cases and £ ¿jtafio- 11118 in,I>lies tkat V  h  l ie  in P a ­
rallel planes with normals ^  Since lQ , intersect, only the case
is possible. If p , • = then b^ = 0. Consider the case when
T  ^l o* From (59) ,* this implies that p^0=-:]} PAi ))• and ?• P ti*-’-/J-Pxo /I • This
Ameans that t lies on some line (NCO). Summarizing,
CaSe 1 Pat = Pao
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(58)
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There are 2 cases p ^ =  ±P^0 and Consider the case i=iP^.0* From
above* only the case = p^Q is possible. If p ^  = p^Q then c^ = 0. Con- 
sider the case p ^  i4*p̂ 0. The implies that t*u=0 where u£0. Summarizing,
case 1 Pit ~~ Pj.o
C L s O (61)
case 2 "L'(A O where U ~ H p x ó II - ^ P jlc ^ P
* ,
ft, *  ± fie
io
The following theorem establishes the conditions when a non-trivial (54b) can 
be obtained, and when it is homogeneous or non-homogeneous.
Theorem T9
Suppose the lines £q, are non-parallel,coplanar on the plane n (ZQ , z^ 
intersect at o) and the lines Z^, £! are non-parallel, coplanar on the plane
n ' intersect at o) where
- n, n' are planes (NCO)
- the LCs (iQ, £^) (1^, £p are not fixed
r0
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C :  - ¡ [ P u j i  ( i '
1 1 ii faii »£¿<>11 •'
whereC.- - O  i s  hemogett e c u s  }  ^ = i >  -  O
u = HpiJIPu -  lift ¿11 fU o
Proof:
* * n M  IIPjl/ ))
Given the assumptions, p^Q, Pji* }j p̂ .jj JJP ̂  ))can *>e determined (Theorems 
Tl, T3) . b ^ O  (by(59) ) a non-trivial (54b) can be determined. The necessary 
and sufficient condition for the equation to be homogeneous follows from (61) . 
QED
Obtaining a non-trivial(54b) requires additional conditions, than in obtain­
ing a non-trivial (54a)« The conditions are dependent on the configuration of 
the lines £q, and t. In practice, b^ is obtained and verified that it is 
not zero. If so, a zero or nonzero c^ is found. The result is a homogeneous
or non-homogeneous (54b). 63
There are 3 types of B methods. In Type 1« 2 linear,homogeneous equa­
tions in £ (of the form (54a)) are used to determine t. For types 2 and 3, a 
non-homogeneous set of 3 linear equations in t is solved. In Type 2, 1
linear,homogeneous equation in tQ (0f the form (04a) ) and 2 linear, non-
homogeneous equations in tQ (of the form (54b) ) are used. In Type 3, 3
1inear,non-homogeneous equations in t (of the form (54b) ) are used.
For all 3 types of B methods, the relative depths of the points ô ,, oj
P ji» p^! i=0L,..,n can be obtained (in general) by the same method 
used for the A methods (FACT Tl), given t.
A. Type 1
Under certain conditions, t can be determined from line configurations 
where there are at least 2 pairs of non-parallel,coplanar lines.
Theorem T10
Assume the lines i«l,..,n lie on the planes i=l,..,m and the lines 
i=l,..,n lie on the planes n! i=l,..,m where
- there are at least 2 pairs of non-parallel»coplanar lines
ß &  ̂  E n d  * ^ 4
I
- the plane containing Z ^ * %  *s a plan® (NCO)
the plane containing Z^» A4 is a plane (NCO)
64- tlie LCs £p i=l#..,4 are not fixed
Given (q^, qp i=l, . . , 4  associated with (Jl̂ , £p i=l,..,4 t is uniquely- 
determined if
At ^ «A A «Ax q^ ^2 x ^4 are not coplanar
Proof:
Under the assumptions* 2 homogeneous equations in t (of the form (54a) ) 
can be obtained (Theorem T8).
. T
*(3
r t  = where
(62)
_ II t  l|- 11 u 11 /i -I \ *
** HPi'n
a  -  ̂ ^ (l ( 1 ^ \ *
"Pl.'ll
t can be determined from
A
i  == + h  » fU
. I T f .
o (63)
provided that a ^  x »24=0 , where â gî O and From (62).
(64)
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It follows that t, q^ x ^3 » ^2 x ^4 cannot be coplanar. QED
The determination of t depends on the location of the lines Z ^ t Z ^ t Z ^ t Z^ in 
terms of the planes (NCO) they lie in. The conditions are exactly equivalent 
to that of Method Al, since o^ is aligned with q^ x q^ and 0£ is aligned with
A  A
^2 z ^4 • The difference between the 2 methods is purely computational. 
Method B2 can be applied to configurations (m n o) where 0=2, such as (13 2), 
(2 4 2), (2 3 2)# '•'/< It can also be applied to configurations (m n o)
where o>2 .
The following method is applicable to a special case of 2 pairs of non­
parallel «coplanar lines« where a common line shared by each pair.
Theorem 111 (Method B2)
Suppose the lines £.. i=l,..,n lie on the planes i=l«..,m and the lines £i 
i=l,..,n lie on the planes n' i=l,..,m where
- there are at least 2 pairs of non-parallel«coplanar lines 
( Zq ) (¿2 * ¿o ̂
- the plane containing £^, zQ is a plane (NCO)
the plane jî  containing £2 * Z0 is a plane (NCO)
the LCs (1*̂ , &') i=0,l,2 are not fixed 66
A  AGiven (q^, q!) i=0,l,2 associated with i=0 ,l,2 t is uniquely deter­
mined if and only if
1̂ 2̂ 3̂ not ^ave a common intersection point
Proof:
The 2 pairs of non-parallel«coplanar lines are such that each pair has a 
common reference line £Q. is both coplanar with ^ an<* * *n another
words, Z Q is the intersection of a plane containing ^  and a plane containin- 
i&8 % 2 % This situation is a special case of the configuration assumed in
Theorem HO, where l0=lg=l4 . From Theorem T10, t is uniquely determined if t,
*  A  A  A^  x qQ. q.2 x <1G are not coplanar, i.e.
* • ft i,* ? „ )  * (£ * O ] = (*V ¿ ) [ i  O ] (65)
is not 0. Since (¿0* is not fixed* qQ* tĵ O. Tims* t is determined if q *
, ̂  Avq^^q2)?i:0 » The fact that ZQ » £̂ , ^  do not lie in concurrent planes (CO) is
equivalent to the fact that qQ, q1# q2 are not coplanar, i.e. qQ*(<£ x q^)^0 .
It is assumed above that the £^, £Q are coplanar and £2 , £Q are coplanar. 
Also, the lines £q, Z^ , Z.2 are distinct or that the lines ZQ, £^,¿£2 on 
distinct planes (CO), i.e. qQ, q^, q2 are distinct. It is now shown that qQ*
. A
x and only if &.Q, £2 ^ave a common intersection point o.
Suppose £q, z^t Z2 have a common intersection point o. o is given by
e - t , ( t V i , )  » - - i . C , 1 * , 1, )
( 66)
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Since q^ x qj is aligned with the coazis of the plane (CO) containing and
the plane (CO) containing Z^ (q^ x qj cannot be 0 since q^, q̂  are not 
aligned, i.e. coaxis exists), the planes (CO) containing Z , Z Z are con-O JL &
current, i.e. qQ. (q^ x q2)=0 . Now, suppose qQ* (q^ x q^)=0, i.e. l Qt Zy, ^  
lie in concurrent planes (CO). Let the intersection point of A Z^ be o^ and 
the intersection point of Z^t Z^ be Oj* o^ and Oj must lie on the coaxis. 
But, since o^ and 02 both lie on &Q, 02=02. Thus, the lines Z Z^• \  have a
common intersection point 0=02=02. Hence, if ZQ , Z2» Z^ do not have a common 
intersection point, qQ. (q^ x and t can be uniquely determined. Also, if
ZQt Z^, Z2 do have a common intersection point, qQ»(^ x q2)=0 and £ cannot be 
uniquely determined. QED
In configurations of 3 lines Z^t ^ , Z^ where Z , ^  are non—parallel,coplanar
and ^o* '2 are non_parallel,coplanar, t can be uniquely determined if &Q, Z
Z 2 do not have a common intersection point. If they do have a common inter- 
Asection point, t cannot be uniquely determined. In configurations (m n o) 
where n>3 o>l, t can be uniquely determined. Examples are (1 32) (13 3) (2
32), In configurations (m n o) where n>3 0=1, t cannot be uniquely
determined. An example is (2 3 1)# ' ’. It is unfortunate that this
case cannot be handled, since at least 3 concurrent edges of a polyhedron at a 
vertex is often available.
B. Type 2
Under certain conditions» t may be uniquely determined from configura­
tions of 2 pairs of non-parallel»coplanar lines» where a common line is shared 
by each pair.
Method B3
Suppose the lines i=*l,..,n lie on the planes i=l»..,m and the lines 
i=l,..,n lie on the planes i=l,..,m where
- there are at least 2 pairs of non-parallel»coplanar lines
- the plane containing ZQ is a plane (NCO)
the plane «2 containing ZQ is a plane (NCO)
- the LCs (£., a 'p i=0,l,2 are not fixed
Given (q^, qp i=0,l,2 associated with (£^, £p i=0,l,2 then t is uniquely 
determined if
“ *>1 » are not 0 
~ c1# C2 are not both 0
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” b^ b2 are not coplanar or a2 b-̂  b2 are 
not coplanar
where 69
T “ — -
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H P±o H l l P j / l l ( t ' - l )
L = I, Z ¿ 6
t -1,2
I I  t i l  £  
U f l b  a
Under the assumptions, 2 homogeneous equations in tQ can be obtained 
(Theorem T8)* Under the assumptions and certain conditions, a pair of 
homogeneous/non-homogeneous equation in tQ can be obtained. The result are 2 
sets of 3 linear equations in tQ. b-̂  or b2 cannot be 0 in order for each set 
of equations to be non-trivial. c^ and c2 cannot both be 0 for each set of 
equations to be non—homogeneous. t^ is uniquely determined if one of the
coefficient matrices is non-singular, i.e. a.^*^ x b2)?M) or a2 *(b1 x b2)^0 .
A
*0 is solved for, and t obtained.
Method B3 is an alternative method to Method B2 for the determination of t 
from a configuration of 3 lines fLQ , L± , ¿2 , where \  are coplanar and ¿0, 
&2 are coplanar. It requires additional conditions than for Method B2 in 
order to arrive at a set of solvable equations. It may be applied when Method 
B2 fails.
C. Type 3
Under certain conditions, t can be uniquely determined from configura­
tions where there are at least 3 pairs of non-parallel,coplanar lines, where a
common line is shared by each pair. 70
Method B4
Assume the lines ^  i=l,..,n lie on the planes i=l,..,m and the lines 
i=l,..,n lie on the planes n! i=l,..,m where
- there are at least 3 pairs of non-parallel,coplanar lines
^2* l o ^ 3 * Zo
- the plane containing Z^» Z Q is a plane (NCO)
the plane jt̂  containing Z ^ , Z Q is a plane (NCO) 
the plane containing Z3 , Z Q is a plane (NCO)
- the LCs (z £ p  i*!,..,^ are not fixed
Given (q^, qp i=l, . . , 6  associated with (¿^, Z 'p  i=l, . . , 6  t is uniquely 
determined if
^1 ^2 ^3 are not ®
” C1 c2 c3 are not *11 0




Under the assumptions and certain conditions, 3 homogeneous/non- 
homogeneous equations in tQ can be obtained. The result is a set of 3 linear 
equations in tQ. bj_, bg cannot be 0 for the set of equations to be non­
trivial. Not all of c^, Cj# C3 , can be 0 for the set of equations to be non- 
homogeneous. tQ is uniquely determined if the coefficient matrix is non­
singular, i.e. b^, b2 * bg are not coplanar. tQ is solved for and t obtained.
Method B4 is a method for the solution of t for configurations of 4 lines
1̂' 2̂* H *  where lQ , ZQ , l 2 0̂» %  are coplanar. It requires additional
conditions than methods B1,B2 in order to arrive at a set of solvable equa­
tions. It can be applied when methods B1,B2,B3 fail for configurations (m n 
o) where o>3.
F. Case when there are 3-D Lines on Planar Surfaces and 3-D Points
In general, both PCs and LCs are available, t can be determined from
such a set of non-homogeneous correspondences
72Under certain conditions« t can be determined from 2 non-parallel* 
coplanar lines and a point.
Theorem T12
Suppose the lines are non-parallel«coplanar on a plane n (£^, ^  inter­
sect at o) and the lines are non-parallel« coplanar on a plane n' (&£*
£■ 2 intersect at o') where
- Jt, n' are planes (NCO)
- the LCs (jL, ll) i=*l,2 are not fixed
Given (q^, qp i=l,2 asssociated with £p i=l,2 and non-fixed (p»p')»
At is uniquely determined if
t o p do not lie in a plane (CO)
Proof:
*Under the assumptions* a homogeneous equation in t is obtained from the 
non-fixed OPC (o,'o') (Theorems T3*T8). A homogeneous equation in t is also 
obtained from the non-fixed PC (p*p#)• The result follows from the 2 point 
method in [1]. QED
The determination of t is dependent on the configuration of lines 1 , 1 p and
JL A0
t. The dependence on t for the solution of t can be eliminated by using a
»>
total of 3 o-points and points which do not lie in a hyperplane. A theorem 
analogous to Theorem T8 can be derived.
The following is a general method for the determination of i from a total 
of 2 PCs and OPCs.
Corollary T1
Suppose a total of 2 correspondences (ai# £») i=l,2 are obtained where (ai# 
p  is one of
- (non-fixed) OPC (o,o') obtained from (q^, Jp i=l,2
associated with non-fixed LCs (£^, £p i=l,2 where
¿1 * £2 are non-parallel,coplanar on n (£^, ¿2 
intersect at o),
£^# £j are non-parallel»coplanar on n' (z£,
&2 intersect at o) , 
n, it1 are planes (NCO)
- non-fixed PC (p.p')
/st is uniquely determined if
t »2 a2 not li® *n a Pinne (CO)
Proof:
74Under the assumptions, 2 non-fixed PCs (iu, Jp i=i,2 are obtained, where
<ai, ap can be (o,o') or (p,p') . The result follows from the 2-point method 
in [1], QED
The determination of t depends on the configuration of points and lines with 
respect to t. The following is a general method for the determination of t 
from a total of 3 PCs and OPCs.
Corollary T2
Suppose a total of 3 correspondences (a\, ip i=l,2,3 are obtained where (a., 
ap  is one of
- (non-fixed) OPC (0,0 *) obtained from (q^, qp i=*l,2
associated with non-fixed LCs £p i=l,2 where
*̂1 ' ^2 are non~Parall®l»coplanar on n (£^,¿2) 
intersect at o),
2̂ are non_Parallel,coplanar on n' (££,
&2 intersect at o),
jt, n' are not planes (CO).
- non-fixed PC (p,p')
At is uniquely determined if
al a2 ag do not lie in a plane (CO)
Proof: 75
Given the assumptions, 3 non-fixed PCs (a^, S p  i=l,2,3 are obtained. 
The result follows from the 3-point method in [1]. QED
Note that the conditions for uniqueness are sufficient. There are cases 
where t can be uniquely determined.
The determination of relative depth of points/lines can be obtained using 
FACT T7.
G. Special Cases
Suppose there are 2 non-parallel lines Z^. They define a pair of 
parallel planes ^  where 1  ̂ is contained in Jt̂ and l£ is contained in «2 * 
It follows that ^2 a* s0 defines a pair of parallel planes n£, n^. In fact 
n2* nl* n2 are Parall®l* If ^1 » ^2 are c°planar then = n£ (Z£, Z£ are 
parallel on = n p . Under certain conditions, £ may be determined from 2 
line correspondences.
Theorem T13
Suppose the non-parallel lines Z^, are contained respectively in parallel
planes ^  and non-parallel lines are contained respectively in
parallel planes where
- the LCs U i# i=l,2 are not fixed
- t is in the direction of the common normals + n of
n 2* *{• n2
- t is not aligned with or p ^
Given (q^, qp i=l,2 associated with (1^, i=l,2 t is uniquely determined
if
t Pj 2 not ü e *n a plane (CO)
Proof :
Given the assumptions, the normals + n to the parallel planes n 2 , rt 
n2 can be determined from (40) (Theorem T2). Suppose t is aligned with + n,
i.e, t is aligned with m^ x m2 « Since m^»t=0 and m2 *t=0 , from (24)
------- P xL  ~ Pxi*■  t  1 = ’2 (67)
That is, p^£ translates by t. Under the assumptions, non-fixed the (point) 
correspondences <PX i , pj) i=l,2 can be determined (Theorem Tl) . The result 
follows from the 2-point method in [1]. QED
AThe determination of t is dependent on the configuration of lines and t.
AUnder certain conditions, t can be determined in the case when the 2 lines lie 
on a planar surface.
Theorem T14
Suppose the lines z2 are non-parallel,coplanar on jt (j^, a2 intersect at 
o) and the lines are non-parallel«coplanar on n' (&£, intersect at
o) where 77
-  it, it' are planes (NCO)
- the LCs £p i=l,2 are not fixed
- t is in the direction of the normals + n of jt, it*
- t is not aligned with or p ^
Given (q̂ , qi) i=l,2 associated with (£^, £p i=l,2 t is uniquely determined 
Proof:
Given the assumptions, the non-fixed OPC (o,o#) can be determined 
(Theorem T3) . By Theorem T13, the non-fixed PCs (p^, pî !) i=l,2 can be
determined. By assumption, the points o,p^, are coplanar on a plane (NCO)
Jt. By the 3-point method in [1], t can be uniquely determined. QED
In general, these methods will not be applicable in the situation when objects
are moving and the camera is fixed. It will find application in special cases
where the camera is moving in a static environment. From 2 LCs (£„, 11)• 1 1'
fp the aorinals + 5  to the parallel planes 7̂ , «2# Jtj[, containing 
1̂» ^2» • 2̂ (resP®ctively) can be determined.
The camera is then translated in a direction normal to these planes. Normally, 
t can be computed from 2 PCs. The above method allows t to be computed from 2
78LCs. If in fact t is normal to the parallel planes, the computed t should 
agree. If not, the camera has not translated perpendicular to the parallel 
planes.
An application is where a robot arm is to approach and grasp a polyhedral 
object. The camera is translated to determine the normal to a planar surface 
of the object. The end effector is then moved in the direction perpendicular
to the planar surface. If a camera is located on the end effector, the trans­
lation can be computed and verified.
H. 3-D Methods
It is assumed that the xyz coordinates of 3-D points can be determined, 
by a stereo camera configuration or a rangefinder. Given any 2 3-D points p ,
on z and any 2 3-D points p£, p£ on £ ', the 3-D parameters of corresponding
lines £, V  [ (nLp^), (m* ,pjp ] can be determined from (4). The configuration of
lines (orientation and location) can be determined. The objective is to 
determine the translation t.
Under certain conditions, t can be determined from 2 3-D LCs 
Theorem T15
Given [(mi# p^p^mj, p^p] i=l,2 associated with (2^, 2,!) i=l,2 t is uniquely
determined by 79
i = i i ;
H i|l where
i  = ±
î V O
II 0i,X4,')X ( ’*’t* <» \ II
5Ct£.A f A Q i  q£' • ¿ £ > O
< v a £»/ -  ¿V =• -  i ? .
if
A Am2 t do not lie on a plane (CO)
Proof:
From (4) ,
(k; ~ llt l l t /  = v >  “  H *H 'I h  ¡I26 t
"l X ^  = M t- X *  = >  C *  AC,.)'i »  O
where
(68)
Given [(nL, P^p 3 i*l#2 associated with (£^, £p i=l,2 , 2 homogene-
ous, linear equations in t can be obtained. 80
(69)
From (68),
= (wj, x-éì x£fcj? x * ) 
=  i  [ i  • ( * ) ,  X j J z ) ]
(70)
By assumption, t ^  do not lie in a plane (CO), i,e. t ^ ^ i i ^ .  t can 
be determined from
l „  + _ 63,x Q * 6 ^  * Q
H 6 >J,x«,)x II
where <V • t; > 0 (71)
t is determined to within a + sign by normalizing the cross product (m̂  x a^JX
/ ̂ .
' m2 x a2' *° one 2 diametrically opposite unit vectors. In general, a^*b^
£ 0. Assume a translation has occured, i.e. t^O. From (68)* * b,*0 is
equivalent to the fact that .11 b. I) =0, i.e. b^O. b ^ O  is equivalent to the 
fact that t=+mi# Since t»(m1 x m2)=0, t=+m^ i=l,2. Thus, a-^b-^0. The sign





The determination of t requires that t m^ £2 d0 not lie in a plane (CO). Con­
sider the cases when t .m̂  m2 do lie in a plane (CO). In the degenerate case, 
there are 4 cases where at least 2 of the 3 vectors are aligned. In Case 1, 
& 1 » ¿2 are parallel only. In case 2, t is parallel to only (£^=££, the LC
(£^, ĵ[) is fixed). In case 3, t is parallel to &2 °aly *ke ^C (^2 *
la fixed). In case 4, t, £^, ¿2 are parallel (£j_=£j[ and l2~^l* tlie ^ s
r-» mm mm mm
1 , -̂f) (¿2 * are fixed). In the non-degnerate case, all 3 vectors are 
not aligned. are non-parallel and define a set of parallel planes,
where t is parallel to these planes. In general, the conditions for the 
determination of t depends on the configuration of lines and/or t.
Under certain conditions, t can be determined from 3 LCs
Theorem T16
Given [(¿L, Pii),(fi:, i=l,2,3 associated with (& i=l,2,3 t is
uniquely determined if
82A, A do not lie in a plane (CO)
Proof:
By Theorem T14, t can be determined if 1 of the 3 inequalities is satis­
fied
(73)'
^ ^ AIf m^ m^ m3 do not lie in a plane (CO), then m^* (n^ x From
clefc
(•i)
W l X*Ms) T
x m2 » m2 x m3 , m3 x m^ are linearly independent. Thus,
( » } /  X
6 i
« 3x ^ ) r
i -
£ * C*!(x  A z ) 
t  • -  o  < — >  £  -  o (75)
Since t£0 (a translation is assumed to have occurred), at least one of the 3 83
triple products in (75) is non-zero. Thus, t can be uniquely determined.
The guaranteed determination of t requires that m^ m3 do not lie in a 
hyperplane, i.e. the directions of the Z A3 are linearly independent.
In another words, Z ^ t Z ̂ » ^3 cannot lie in parallel planes. There
are 2 points to note. First, the condition is independent of t. Second, the 
condition is sufficient, i.e. t may be determined from configurations where it 
is not satisfied.
I. Summary of Pure Translation
With a stereo camera configuration or a rangefinder, the 3-D methods in H 
can be used. There are no constraints on the configuration of 3-D lines. The 
configuration of lines can be determined (always). In general, t can be 
determined from 2 LCs.
With a single camera, the methods in D-G can be used. The objective is 
to determine the unit translation £ and a relative depth map of lines. Given 
a LC, useful quantities can be obtained. If (&, Z ') is not fixed, m, p^, p^ 
can be determined - the lines Z ,Z ' can be determined up to a single degree of 
freedom. The solution region for t is isolated to a section of a hemisphere. 
If (%, £') is fixed, the solution region for t is isolated to a great cir­
cle. In general, t cannot be uniquely determined for an arbitrary configura­
tion of 3-D lines. In the rare situation there are 2 fixed LCs, t can be 
determined to within a + sign. With an additional non-fixed LC, t is uniquely 
determined. In the special case that t is perpendicular to 2 lines, t can be
determined from 2 LCs.
84In general» t and a relative depth map of points/lines can be determined 
for the following configuration. It is assumed the lines lie on planar sur­
faces» where there are at least 2 non-parallel lines per surface. C can be 
determined by 2 families of methods. For Class A methods, OPCs are obtained 
and the PC-based methods are applied. At least 2 o-points are required, i.e. 
there must be at least 2 pairs of intersecting lines. 3 to 4 (or more) LCs 
are required. For Class B methods, i is determined by solving a set of linear
/sequations. In type 1, 2 linear,homogeneous equations in t are solved. This
is equivalent to the Class A method - the difference is purely computational.
At least 2 pairs of non-parallei,coplanar lines are required. 3 to 4 LCs are
required. In types 2 and 3, a non-homogeneons set of linear equations in ti o
Aare solved, from which t is obtained. 2 to 3 pairs of non-parallel»coplanar
lines are required. 3 to 4 LCs are required. The primary methods are Class A
or Class B/type 1. If they fail, the secondary methods Class B/type 2 and
AClass B/type 3 are used. Given t, a relative depth map of points/lines can be 
obtained (in general).
VI. Rotation plus Translation
The 3-D motion of the rigid body over a sequence of images is assumed 
not to be a pure rotation or a pure translation. The body in its final 
position/orientation can be achieved by a rotation of its initial position/ 
orientation, followed by a translation. A point p on the object transforms 
to Q by
p / = R  p
where
- o*) -
u i m -r1
, ’ t &
i. =
û T is orthogonal\r
■ • i- -
(76)
dei R -  l
p is transformed by a rotation R, followed by a translation t. From (15) and 
(24), the parameters m,p^ of the 3-D line 1 transform by
a ' .
(77)
p / =  + i-
The transformation of m is a pure rotation by R, and does not involve t. The 
transformation of p^ is a function of the rotation R, the translation t, and 
the initial line orientation m.
From (16) and (25), the transformation of q to q^is
o 1 =- R  a + C  ̂  X ^ )
(78)
The transformation of q is a rotation R, followed by a translation Rm*t.
Comparing (76) and (78), the transformation of p and q are different,
/It is possible for one or both corresponding lines £,& to contain
the origin, i.e. one or both of their projections (&,&) is a point. It is 
/assumed that l,l do not contain the origin. In the pure rotation and pure
translation cases, it was assumed that a valid correspondence (q,q) can
/
be obtained from the line correspondence (£,£) . For the case of rotation 
plus translation, this requirement is not necessary. Any of the 4 possible 
correspondences (iq,*q) can be used. For the case of a general rigid motion, 
the correspondence problem is less demanding.
A. Transformation and Geometry of Line Projections On the Image Plane
First, the transformation of a point projection on the image plane 
— „ &will be reviewed, p transforms to p by an orthogonal collineation given by
_  « .V  /(17). p and p lie on conic sections. The transformation of p to p is given
by (26). p / and p^ie on a line containing the FOC/FOE, F. From (76), the
87
/transformation of p to p is
P -
F ^ s - P ) 2  + A 2r
2 R p + F •£ (79)
As a 2HD point, the transformation of p is a function of the rotation R,
the translation t, and the z coordinate of p.
Consider the transformation of the point dual q of a line projection £
_  //on the image plane, q transforms to q by an orthogonal collineation given by
(18) . q and q lie on conic sections. The transformation of q to q is given
_/ - //by (27) . The 3—D line containing q and q is perpendicular to m. ■ The
__ /transformation of q to q is
—  /
? -
F  w + ( t *  -
W  R  Ç +  F ( R » ! x - é : ' ) (80)
The transformation of q is a function of the rotation R, the translation t.
the z coordinate of q, and m. Comparing (79) and (80) , the transformations of
p and q are different.
B. Transformation and Geometry of Line Projections on the Unit Sphere
First, the transformation of a point projection on the unit sphere
a owill be reviewed, p transforms to p by a rotation R given by (19), p and p* '/
lie on a circle concentric about the rotational axis n. The transformation of
a // a /. . a * „ a ',. . . ap to p is given by (29) . p and p lie on a great circle containing t.
From (78), the transformation of p to p is
s '-  ^  Rf  * !± J  £
r it p ii ii /  ii
( 81)
A/ . A A H P IfP is a vector sum of p and t, where is the relative depth of p with
respect to p and ^  ̂is the amount of translation relative to the depth of p. 
Consider the transformation of a pole q of the line projection 1 on
A Athe unit sphere (fig. 7) . q transforms to q by a rotation R given by (20).
, A Vand q
lie on a circle concentric about the rotational axis n. The transformation of
a * «V aq to q is given by (32), q and q lie on a great circle with poles ■* m, From
(25) , q transforms to q by
unit
sphere
/\ A .fig. 7 geometry on unit sphere of (q^q!) with respect to (n,mi)
(82)«t _ H Pi. Il 0  ^  Il t  II „
* ‘ ' n r / “ - °
il P j j
« p/ii
q a vector sum of q and t, where .¡“q / J, is the relative depth of 1 
respect
/ n t jto i and II P^/l is t̂ e amOTint translation t relative to the the depth of
Comparing (81) and (82), the transformations of p and q are different.
Analysis will be done on the unit sphere. First, there is no
degeneracy in the parameterization of line projections. Second, the
determination of the rotation/translation is aided by the geometry of
corresponding line projections on the unit sphere.
C. Case when the Relative Orientations of 3-D lines are known
Suppose there are lines Z. i=l,..,n with orientations m- i=l,..,nL
o A *and lines ^  i=l,..;n with orientations m^ i=l,..,n. It is assumed that 
the relative orientations between l.,l. î j i,j=l,..,n (i.e. the relative









fig. 8 relative configuration among 3 lines is unique up to
a rotation and/or reflection given the relative angles 9^, ®in' ®2n
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C o S  0  \ 
LJ
S% AW) • • m  • * J
* * A / s to ■ . m  •£ j
(83)
Since m ^ m • have a ^ambiguity, cos <9\ has a ¿“ambiguity. This means that the
relative orientations between
angle 180- $;• .
LJ
m*,m* can be described by the angle or the
An example is the situation involving polyhedral objects. Given the
polyhedral object, the relative angles between the edges can be determined.
The polyhedral object can be determined from a priori knowledge or by
object recognition using computer vision.
Given line correspondences and the quantities in (83), a set of
equations involving the rotation parameters can be obtained.
Method RT1
Suppose there are lines i=l,..,n with orientations m̂  ’ i=l,..,n and
lines i=l,..,n with orientations i=l,..,n where
- the relative orientations among m* i=l,..,n are known
t does not lie in the p l a n e  (C O )  containing for all i=l,..,n
A AGiven the correspondences (¿q-,*q.) i=l,..,n associated with the line




^  = o (84)
no 2 of £.,£ ,£ perpendicular1 ic
a/-
Cc S
v̂*,’ Q  ' \e ^ t.'
' ® 0  ' “ s ®o « ”
(85)
Q ‘j =
c t = il R f .
From (34a),
 • * { /L
n x *  -  iT T T T i ( * { • ' ) * ( 86)
'A y\ * -  ̂•Assume that q-»t=Rq.-t^O, i.e. q.'tfO or t does not lie in the plane (CO)A< AVL
containing £/• Then
* / 
m  * =  +
D  * * /
*  t; * t
n { . >  ?: ii
(87)
Suppose or 180-As is given for thè orientations m ’,m - of £. #£ . iti . Then 
tj ij <• J 1 J '
C<?5 6*. =
‘J il il^^.-11
( 8 8 )
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In general, (88) has a + ambiguity due to the + ambiguity in nu . This can 
be removed by squaring both sides, giving the equation above. As a special
if are perpendicular, then the homogeneous equation in (84) can be
A  A Adetermined. Consider the 3 orientation vectors m ’,m',mt, Note that
L J I*
( m t* m  ) ( m>• m^) ( m^ m^) A , xv aV  mj' mk
( m**m*) ( m,*m ) ( m,<*m.)4 ) j k k t
a  a  Ai m •
4 J
—m *, , m ̂
# ^ A . . A ^ \ / A ^ *( m-»m-) ( m, *m.) ( m* m .)
4 J j k k i
A  A  Am *,-m., m.
1 J *
( m • • m * ) ( m * • m , )4 J J k
, A  A  .( m ̂  • m • ) Am *
J
(89)
m*" m*) ( m^m.) ( m, ♦ m .) 
4 j j * * <
a «/i a.,-m • 
4 J-m. ;, m^
( A A / A  <A. , A  A  .m.* m •) ( m. • m, ) ( m, • m .) 4 ) l k k i
 ̂ /I ^m •,-m.,-m » 
1 J K
( A A  \ / A  A  » < A  A  »m.* m.) ( m.* m.) ( m, • m .) t J j k k i
A A  A- m -, m .,-m . 
1 J K
/ ^ A * * A>  ̂ \ ^ ^ \( m.* m. ) ( m. • m)  ( mt*m,) 
L J j Jk K t
A A A-m .,-m.,-m,
4 J k
The product of the cosines of the 3 angles among m ', nl-, mi. is the same.i J ^
a ^ 4This is the result of the fact that each of m*,m.,m appear twice in thel j K
product, allowing their ambiguities to cancel. Thus, the equation in (84)
can be determined.
A AGiven (£q,iq.) i=l,..,n, equations of the form in (84) and (85) are~ l L
case,
A
obtained. To determine the rotation R, an independent set of equations is
A
used. This will depend on the configuration of lines, in terms of their 
relative orientations.
The equations involve the rotation parameters only. Given the
solution
for R, the lines £. i=l,..,n are mapped to A 7 i=l,..,n. From ( £ " £ ' )  i=l,..,n
1 i 1 1
the translation is determined by the methods for the pure translation case.
Here is an example of an application of Method RT1 . Suppose the 
corresponding projections of 3 mutually perpendicular edges of a cube are 
obtained (configuration (2 3 2)). The rotation(s) are solved from 3 
homogeneous equations of the type in (84) . Then, t can be determined by 
Class A or B methods for pure translation of planar surfaces. A relative 
depth map of lines can then be obtained.
D. Case when 3-D Lines Lie on Planar Surfaces
It is assumed that the lines JL i=l,..,n lie on planes /7 i=l,..,m. 
There are o-points o • i=l,..,o , which are the intersections among the n
lines. Such a configuration will be denoted by (m n o). Methods are shown
for 4 cases. First, general (m n o) configurations are considered. Second, 
(1 n o) configurations are considered, where the lines lie on a single planar 
surface. Third, configurations (m n o) where the m planes are parallel are 
considered. Fourth, configurations (m n o) where there are b sets of 
parallel planes are considered.
1. General (m n o) Configurations
A general (m n o) configuration has n lines and o o-points scattered 
among m planes. The approach is to determine o o-point correspondences and 
apply the point-based methods.
Method RT2
Suppose the lines ^  i=l,..,n lie on planes 7T* i=l,..,m with o—points
i=l,..,o) and the lines ¿T i=l,..,n lie on w f  i=l,..,m with o-points
o. i=l,..,o) where 
L
~ £ a i , £ b i  a r e  n o n “ P a r a l l e l ,  c o p l a n a r  ( w i t h  o - p o i n t  o  ) o n  a  
p l a n e  (N C O )  IIJ
~ £ a i ’ £ b i  a r e  n o n “ P a r a l l e l ,  c o p l a n a r  ( w i t h  o - p o i n t  o')  o n  a
p l a n e  ( N C O ) I I
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A ^ ' — -Given (iq,+q.) i=l,..,n associated with the line correspondence s (&. , H '.)I " L 1 1
A A ^i=l,.. ,n , the o-point correspondences (*o*,*o*) i=l,..,o can be obtained~ t " i
(Theorem 0). The point-based methods can be applied to determine the
rotation/translation.
The following is a general method using points and o-points.
Method RT3
Suppose the l i n e s i =l,..,n lie on planes IT' i=l,..,m with o-points
o* i=l,..,o and the lines i=l,..,n lie on planes i=l,..,m with o-t x t
points
ô  i=l,..,o) where
“ ^ a i ’ ^ b i  a r e  n o n _ P a r a l l e , c o p l a n a r  ( w i t h  o - p o i n t  o )  o n  a  
p l a n e  (N C O )  ir;
t ,
- £  ,a re  n o n - p a r a l l e l ,  c o p l a n a r  ( w i t h  o - p o i n t  o )  o n  a  
p l a n e  ( N C O ) i t ;
 ̂ A f _ _
Given (fq',fq-) i=l,..,n associated with the line correspondences (&. ,£')
”  i  t  1 J
A A /i=l,..,n the o-point correspondences i=l,..,o can be obtained. In
addition, the point correspondences (p>,p.) i=l,..,p are obtained, wherei i
o + p > 5. The point-based methods can be applied to determine the rotation/
translation.
For Methods RT2,RT3, there are 2 basic point—based methods to
determine the rotation/translation. Consider the method using the non-linear
equation involving only the 3 rotational parameters [13,[4—6]. Configurations
(m n o) o>5 are required to generate at least 3 equations in 3 unknowns.
Consider the linear method in [3]. Configurations (m n o) o> 6,7 ,or 8 are
required. Given the rotation, the lines JL • i=l,..,n are mapped to I'.'
i—l $ % •, n»
From ,£/) i=l,,.,n, a relative depth map of points/lines can be obtained 
(in general) .
2 . Configurations (m n o) m=l (single planar surface)
A configuration (m n o) m=l is the situation where n lines lie on a
single planar surface. There are 2 basic approaches. One is to obtain o- 
point
correspondences and apply the point-based planar patch methods. The other 
is to use the line correspondences directly.
The rigid motion takes the plane if (NCO) to the plane TT^NCO). The
mapping of a point p on ^  is given by
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=  R + t eT  ir : p.- e -  I
Consider a line 1», containing the points p*,p.. From (4),(5)t j
i
1
>P; - P , "
1
" P / - P / I I
(90) int< (91),
Apt x A / 5;
II Ap; - V
1
C p  • x  p . )
f  i  -  p , "
A/»,' x Af-
/I p. -  P. ||
X Cf ̂ 5
($3 xq, ) (p. X p .) -  B  <l
where
b-. r co'fac’io^ A  4/'
£j 7 tj J
* d t i U ) ( A ' ' ) T  ( A  H 0 H  -  S r v n C )  <41 C t r ^
(91)
(92)
The 3-D mappings of p (q) induce col1ineations in the plane given by (17) 
((18)) .
The following method is based on obtaining o-point correspondences.
Method RT4
Suppose the lines i=l,..,n and o—points o* i=l,..,o are coplanar on the1 l
plane TT and the lines i=l,..,n and o—points o. i=l,.,,o are coplanar on
1 t
the
plane v '  , where JT ,Tj' are n o t  p l a n e s  ( C O ) .  Given , + i=l,..,n
associated with the line correspondences (^,¿7) i=l,..,n, the o-point
correspondences (¿o^. + o^) i=l,..,o can be obtained (Theorem 0). The point-
base planar patch methods can be applied to determine the
rotation/translation.
A configuration (m n o) m=l o>4
is required to obtain at least 4 o-point correspondences. The following is a 
general method using points and o-points.
Method RT5
Suppose the lines i=l,..,n and o-points o- i=l,..,o are coplanar on the
plane TT and the lines i. i=l,..,n and o-points o. i=l,..,o are coplanar1 L
the
on
plane " , where TT , TT are
p l a n e s  ( N C O ) .
_. . ^ a  \Given (fq.,+q) i=l,..,nL ** L
associated with the line correspondences (£.,£") i=l,..,n, the o-point
1 1
/\ S) fcorrespondences (¿0 ',*ô *) i=l,..,o can be obtained (Theorem 0). In addition,
^  yy tthe point correspondences (p.,p) i=l,..,p are obtained, where o + p > 4. Thel t
point-based planar patch methods can be applied to determine the rotation/ 
translation,
A total of at least 4 points and
o-points are required. The following is an alternative method which directly 
uses line correspondences.
Method RT6
Assume the lines i=l,..,4 are coplanar on y  and the lines i=l,..,4 are
coplanar on 7 Given (+q.,±q') i=l,..,4 associated with the line” t l
correspondences (JL,£_T) i=l,,.,4, the point-based planar patch method can be 
applied to determine the rotation/translation.
The rigid motion of point p on a planar surface induces a non-singular 
collineation A of its point projection p on the image plane given by (17). 
Assume A is non-singular (generally the case). From (92), the 
transformation of the point dual of q a line g on the image plane is a non­
singular
Tcollineation (A ) given by (18). This also can be shown by the same argument 
in Theorem R1,
_corresponding lines (g,g) in the image plane are in fact projections of
-i rcorresponding lines (£,£^)* (A ) may be determined from 4 line 
correspondences
(£.,£0 i=l,..,4 , where no 3 of £.£„£„£. arel i  1 2 j 4
computed efficiently by the method shown in [1].
concurrent. This can be 
A can be obtained from (A 1
and the rotation/translation determined by the method in [2],
For Methods RT4—6, the rotation is determined and the lines £i
i=l,.. ,n
are transformed to £^ i=l,..,n. From (£^,£7) i=l,..,n, a relative depth map 
of points/lines is obtained.
3. Configurations (m n o) where £^ i=l,..,m are parallel
It is assumed that the configuration (m n o) is such that the planar 
surfaces JT> i=l,..,m are parallel with common normals jfe (in frame 1). The
orientations
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l,..,n of the lines i=l,..,n are perpendicular to ¿ e , i.e. t h e y  lie on
sy A 'a great circle with poles £e. It follows that m^ lie on a great circle with 
poles t s= Re. Geometrically, Rq • and q- lie on a great circle
1 i
with poles ¿m^. Thus, the great circles i=l,..,n are coaxial about +sl 
That is, Rqj, q^, ¿s lie on the great circle (fig. 9).
Next, the geometry of p.,p/ on the unit sphere is reviewed. RjP* andt t t.
p. lie on a great circle T* which contains t. The great circles T ’ i=l,..,ni* • t
are coaxial about ft. That is, Rp- ,p/, ¿ t  lie on the great circle T * (fig.
i i t
10).
__ a A / AThe geometry of Rq̂ -, <!•* ¿s i=l,..,n is similar to the geometry of 
”P* » P’ »it i=l,..,n , in the case where m̂ * i=l,..,n lie on a great circle.
The equations used in the 2 basic point-based methods [3],[l][4-6] are derived 
from the fact that Rp-, p., t lie on a great circle T • for each i, i=l,..,n. 
There are 2 sets of equations which can be obtained given (¿j?-,̂ p,.5 i=l,..,n
i - ( Rp-x ? . ' )  -  o  *1 (93a)
? i  x / ’ / ) ' p / ) * ( % ? i  * P / ) =  o (93b)
unit
sphere
fig. 9 geometry on unit sphere of H q ^ q p }  of LCs {( l l p) wrt 
(where 3-D lines (ip are contained in parallel planes): gr
/Ncircles have a common diameter +s
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Equivalently,
where h  E  n
o
£  = [ {  * c ( •ixc 'z' J R  = ("£ 4 -ic cl 3 l (94a)
’’pY- if, V ; >][*/,• i/J'V ,')] - f r / v f t ',? /)][*W - (?t )] = 6 (94b)
■i <1An analogous set of equations can be derived given (-fq.,4 q*) i=l,..,n" i “ t
S ■ ( K f . * ? / )f / L 1 »/,. *





* / T f) 1
d  =■ [ * * j , j £ = [«, <Y =\]
(96a)
«¡' k  if/« tv>] - k -  <*r« , > , (96b)- 0
' - 3,
Equations (95a,b) , (96a,b) can be obtained from (93a,b),(94a,b) by replacing
* A / * A * 1 Ap̂ -,p̂ ,t with qj , q̂ ., s . The equations in (94a), (94b) are unaltered by a ¿sign
A Afor p«,p . and the equations in (96a),(96b) are unaltered by assign for q.,q.. 
l l i t
A A (That is, ambiguous correspondences (+p -,4p, ) can be used to obtain (94a,b) and" l *“* L
ambiguous correspondences (+q.,*q/) can be used to obtain (96a,b).
~ l ~ t-
Method RT7
Suppose the lines £ i=l,..,n lie on parallel planes JT. i=l,,,,m and the linesi L
/ ^  ^  /£'. i=l,..,n lie on parallel planes p". i=l,,,,m. Given (*q-,4q0 i=l,,.,ni t ~ i -  i
associated with the line correspondences (£ T') i=l,..,n, the 2 sets ofi i
equations in (96a),(96b) can be obtained. The rotation/translation is solved 
for.
Configurations (m n o) o>5 are
required to have at least 3 equations (96b) in the 3 rotational parameters. 
Configurations (m n o) o>=8 are required to determine R,s.
Additional results are given in Appendix




Suppose the lines £ i=l,..,n lie on parallel planes IT' i=l,..,m and the lines1 *
/ /V  i=l,..,n lie on parallel planes i=l,..,m. Given (*q-, + q.) i=l,..,ni 1 “ t - i
associated with the line correspondences ( T  Y') i=l,..,n and (¿p-,+ p/)i i i - i
i=l#..»n the set of equations (96b) can be obtained to determine the 
rotation/translation.
At least a total of 5 point and line correspondences are required to have at 
least 3 equations (96b) in the 3 rotational parameters.
For Methods RT7-8, the rotation is determined and the lines £
i=l,..,n
are mapped to £ Mi=l,..,n. From (£."£7) i=l,..,n a relative depth map ofl i i
points/lines can be obtained.
4. Configurations (m n o) where there are Sets of Parallel Surfaces
n-2 equations in (96b) can be obtained from n LCs 
(n>3) and the n lines are coplanar on parallel planes. More generally, a set 
of equations can be obtained from configurations where lines lie on multiple 
sets of parallel surfaces.
Method RT9
Suppose the lines Z . i=l,..,n lie on the planes i=l,..,m and the linesi t
i=l,.,,n lie on the planes i=l,..,m where 
~ there are b sets of parallel surfaces
- there are b* lines (b* >3) per ith set of parallel surfacesC €
A  A ' —  —Given the (¿q-, + q-) associated with the LCs (Z.,Z') i=l,. . , hC* 1» 1 1
set of equations in (96b) can be obtained to determine 
the rotation/translation.
The number of parallel surface
sets b and the number of lines per set b.' must satisfy Z 6 -- 2 b  3t % ^l »t
in order to obtain at least 3 equations in the 3 rotational parameters. Thi
following is a general method using PCs and LCs.
Method RT10
Suppose the lines i=l,..,n lie on the planes Tf• i=l,..,m and the lines
t
Z. i=l,..,n lie on the planes T- i=l>.,,m wherel *
- there are b sets of parallel surfaces
- there are b^ lines (b >3) per ith set of parallel surfaces
_. * * f .Given (¿q‘#*qO i=l,..,n associated with the linet *" t
i=l,.,,n and the point correspondences (♦p*,^p.)~ i




i—1 , • • , n ^  i» ( - 2 * *
The number of parallel surface
sets b, the number of lines per set b̂  , and the number of points must
b
satisfy b' — 2 b  -f p  2  3  in order to obtain at least 3
i-f
equations in the 3 rotational parameters.
For Methods RT9-10, the rotation is determined and the lines £
i=l,.,,n are mapped to J m "i=l,..,n. From (J" J') i=l,..,n, a relativei i i
depth map of points/lines is obtained.
E. 3 Frame Analysis
Results for 3 frame analysis are given in Appendix j.
F. 3-D Methods
It is assumed that the xyz coordinates of 3-D points can 
determined.
by a stereo camera configuration or a rangefinder. Given any 2 3-D points
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P »P on 1 and any 2 3-D points p \ p  * on 1, the 3-D parameters [(m,p )]«  ̂ Jl Jl
of corresponding lines £,£/can be determined from (4).
Under certain conditions, R,t can be determined from 3 3-D line
correspondences.
Theorem RT1
A ^ t /Given C(m.,p *)*(m.,p, .)] ¿«1,2,3 associated with the line•>4.1 I if
A( A ± i = l , 2 , 3  R,t is uniquely determined if
n0t *n Paral*el planes
correspondences
Proof:
Suppose ^ > ^ 2*^3 not *n ParaH el planes, i.e. “j)
From (77)» R can be determined from
A =>4»? A *> = *>, where
4 -
r  1 t - t___ ■ "  * I / T  1
<\ T





M ‘ A ]  =
4 t  T
A  /”**
L  3 .
(97)
 ̂ asince det(A)=m' (m^m^^O, i.e. A is non-singular. Given R, m* ¿«1,2,3 are
/ A ̂   ̂W 4 /f .transformed to m. ¿-1,2,3. m.*(m*m )+0 , sinceL !> Z J
a;. * y ) - R j t ■ ( f t m t * w ,  M i  *
- *», • 7*J x J)
(98)
By Theorem T16, t can be determined. QED
AIn general, R,t is uniquely determined if the 3 lines do not lie in
parallel planes. No 2 of the 3 lines can be parallel and the 3 lines cannot 
be coplanar. Configurations (2 32) (23 1) are examples where R,t can be
uniquely determined.
F. Summary of Rotation plus Translation
With a stereo camera configuration or a rangefinder, the 3-D methods 
in E can be used. There are no constraints on the configuration of 3-D 
lines. The configuration of lines can be determined (always). In general,
AR, t can be determined from 3 3-D line correspondences.
With a single camera, the methods in C-D can be used. The objective
«Ais to determine R,t and a relative depth map of lines. There are 2 basic 
constraints. In case 1, the relative orientations among n lines are known. 
In general, given n LCs, a set of homogeneous equations in 
the rotational parameters can be obtained. In case 2, the 3-D lines lie on 
planar surfaces. There are various subcases. From a general (m n o)
configuration, OPCs are obtained and the PC based methods
applied. At least 5 OPCs are required. For a (m n o) m=l
configuration (single planar surface), there are 2 approaches. OPCs
are obtained and the PC based methods applied. At least
4 OPCs are required. Or, 4 LCs can be
• used. For (m n o) configurations where the planar surfaces are parallel, 2//
sets of equations can be obtained. They are analogous to sets of equations
obtained from point projections and can be solved by PC based methods. At
least 5 LCs are required. For (m n o) configurations with
sets of parallel surfaces, a set of homogeneous equations in the rotational
parameters can be obtained. At least 5 line correspondences are required. In
all of the methods, the rotation is determined, and t and a relative depth map
of points/lines is obtained by the methods for pure translation.
VII. Summary
It is assumed that the configuration of a rigid object has lines, such as 
polyhedra. From a sequence of images from a single camera, the goal is to
A
determine R,t of the rigid motion of the object and a relative depth map of 
points/lines on it. The basic method is a 3 step procedure. In Step 1, a set 
of inter-frame point and line correspondences are obtained. In Step 2, the 
rotation/translation is determined. In Step 3, a relative depth map of 
points/lines is determined. Step 1 for LCs was not considered. Steps 2 and 3 
were analyzed for the 3 basic cases of rigid motion over 2 frames - pure 
rotation about an axis (CO), pure translation, and the general case of a 
rotation plus translation.
The key operation in accomplishing Steps 2,3 is the parameterization of 
the projection of a 3-D line by a pseudo point. On the image plane, a line is 
parameterized by its dual point. On the unit sphere, a great circle is 
parameterized by its poles. The result is that a LC is equivalently a PC. 
The approach is then similar to that used for 3-D point projections. The 
transformation and geometry of corresponding pseudo points associated with 
corresponding line projections is used to determine the rotation/translation.
I
Then a relative depth map of points/lines is determined.
For pure rotation, various methods for determining the rotation were 
described, based on the image plane and the unit sphere. There is no
constraint on the configuration of 3-D lines on the object. It is impossible
\
to determine a relative depth map of points and lines. On the unit sphere, 
the transformation of the poles of a line projection is the same as for a 
point projection, a rotation.
All of the results from PCs transfer over. For methods on the unit 
sphere, it is assumed that a sensed correspondence can be obtained. The main 
result is that the rotation is uniquely determined from a total of 2 PCs and 
LCs (always). There are additional methods requiring a total of 2 or 3 PCs 
and LCs.
Image space methods require at least a total of 4 PCs and LCs. Here, 
sensed correspondences are not strictly required.
For pure translation, various methods were described to determine the 
unit translation vector, based on the unit sphere. In general, it is required
A
that the lines lie on planar surfaces. Given t, a relative depth map of 
points and lines can be obtained (in general). The transformation of a pseudo 
point of a line projection on the unit sphere is different than for a point 
projection. It depends on both the orientation of the 3-D line and the 
translation.
For (m n o) configurations where there are at least 2 non-parallel per 
planar surface, there are 2 classes of methods to determine î. In Class A, 
the approach is to determine OPCs. At least 2 o-points are required. For
Class B, the approach is to determine a set of 2 or 3 equations from which t 
can be determined. 3 'basic methods can be used. One is equivalent to the 
Class A methods, and requires 3 to 4 (or more) LCs. The other 2 methods 
require 3 to 6 (or more) LCs, and can be applied if other methods fail.
For the rotation plus translation case, various methods were described to
A
determine R,t, based on the unit sphere. It is required that lines lie on 
planar surfaces. Given the rotation, the methods for pure translation can be
/V
applied to determine t and a relative depth map of PCs/lines. The
transformation of a pseudo PC of a line projection is different than for a PC 
projection. It depends on the rotation, translation, and the initial 
orientation of the line.
For configurations where the relative orientations of the lines are 
known, a set of equations in the rotational parameters can be determined. The 
minimum number of required LCs is that which generates at least 3 indpendent 
equations.
For general (m n o) configurations, the approach is to determine OPCs and 
apply the PC-based methods. At least 5 OPCs are required.
For (m n o) configurations where the lines on a single planar surface, 
there are 2 approaches. At least 4 OPCs are obtained, and the PC based are 
applied. Or, at least 4 LCs are obtained and used directly.
For (m n o) configurations where the lines lie on parallel planar 
surfaces, the geometry of pseudo PCs of corresponding line projections is 
analogous to that for PC projections. 2 sets of equations can be determined 
and the 2 principal PC-based methods are applied. At least 5 LCs are 
required.
For (m n o) configurations where the lines lie on sets of parallel planar 
surfaces (at least 3 lines per set), a set of homogeneous equations in the 
rotational parameters are obtained. The minimum number of LCs required is 
dependent on the number of sets of parallel surfaces and the number of lines 
per set.
Only in the case of pure rotation are the transformations of point 
projections and pseudo points of line projections are identical. Methods
based on LCs are analogous to the PC-based methods. There is no constraint on 
the configuration of 3-D lines. For the rigid motions involving translation 
(pure translation and rotation plus translation), the transformations of PC 
projections and pseudo PCs of line projections are different. For pure 
translation, it is required that the lines lie on planar surfaces, where there 
are at least 2 non-parallel lines per surface. It is then possible to obtain
/V
a unique solution for t and a relative depth map of PCs/lines.' For rotation 
plus translation, it is required that lines lie on planar surfaces or the 
relative orientations of the lines are known. A unique solution for R,t and a 
relative depth map of PCs/lines can be obtained when the lines lie on parallel 
planar surfaces or a single planar surface. Otherwise, non-linear equations 
in the rotational parameters must be solved.
In situations where a stereo camera configuration or a rangefinder is 
available, 3-D methods can be used. The configuration of 3-D lines can be 
obtained (always). For pure translation, î  can be determined from 2 3-D line 
corspendences (in general). For rotation plus translation, R,î can be 
determined from 3 3-D line correspondences (in general).
APPENDIX 1
General Rigid Motion Over 2 Frames of 3-D Lines on Sets of Parallel Planes
This section gives a more detailed analysis of a general rigid motion 
(over 2 frames) of 3-D lines on sets of parallel planes. A set of methods 
are given for the cases of 1 and 2 sets of parallel planes.
Consider the case of 3-D lines on 1 set of parallel planes. Define the 
common normals in frame 1 (frame 2) as *e (j,s =4Re). A set of n PCs (q.,qj
t i
of LCs generates a set of n homogeneous equations given by (96a).
Each equation is linear in terms of the 9 elements of the D matrix. Setting 




The D matrix can be determined to a scale D' from (Al.l).
It is now shown that the system matrix L in (Al.l) is singular if at 
least 7 of the 3-D lines are coplanar.
Theorem Al.l
If at least 7 of the 3-D lines are coplanar, the system matrix L defined in
(Al.l) is singular.
Proof:
There is an analogous method for determining an E matrix to a scale as E'
from 8 PCs [3]• It was shown that the 8 by 8 system matrix H is Singular if
at least 7 of the 3-D points are coplanar. A scalar multiple of H is defined
as Hz, which is in terms of the 3-D PCs (p;,pf) i=l,..,8 . Using (90) (p/ is
1 t L
the linear transformation A of p-), Hz is expressed in terms of p. i=l, . . , 8t c
alone. A 7 by 8 matrix B is defined as the 1st 7 rows of Hz. It is then 
shown that B is the product of a 7 by 6 and 6 by 8 matrix, which implies that 
B is singular. This in turn implies that Hz is singular.
The argument here exactly parallels that proof, where p. is replaced by q*
t t
and A is replaced by the cofactor matrix of A. A scalar multiple of L is 
defined as Lz, which is in terms of the 3-D PCs (q* ,q.') of LCs (£ £-) 
i=l,..,8 . Using (92) (q|* is the linear transformation of q. by the cofactor of1 t
A), Lz is expressed in terras of q* i=l, . . , 8  alone. The 7 by 8 matrix C ist
defined as the 1st 7 rows of Lz. It is then shown that C is the product of a 
7 by 6 and 6 by 8 matrix, which implies that C is singular. This in turn 
implies that Lz is singular.
QED
This fact is confirmed by simulation experiments [Appendix 1]. All cases 
tried where 8 3-D lines on a single plane gives a singular L. All cases tried 
where there are 7 3-D lines on a single plane and 1 line parallel to the plane 
also gives a singular L.
It is now shown that given D', there are 2 solutions to R and the normals 
to the planes (in frame 1 and frame 2) are uniquely determined.
Theorem A1.2
Given D', there are 2 solutions to R
K z so f ' S ' f - R
and the corresponding normals (¿e,*s) are uniquely determined 
Proof:
The D matrix has the same structure as the E matrix (used for a PC based 
method) , which is the product of a rotation matrix and a skew symmetric 
matrix. The methods for the determination of the decomposition of E 
(determining R and t) are applicable [3],[14-15]. It follows that there are 2 
solutions to R as stated and the PC (ie,*Re) = U e ,*s) are uniquely determined.
QED
Note that the orientation of the planes (in frame 1 and frame 2) are uniquely 
determined despite the sign ambiguity in ± e  and^s.
It is now shown that D' in conjunction with sensed LCs determines (1) a 
corresponding solution region to t for each solution to R (2) the 3-D lines in 
frames 1 and 2 to a single DOF.
FACT A 1 .1
Given D' and sensed PCs (q,q'.) of LCs ( 7  Y') i*l**.*nt t i* i'
A- a solution region to t is determined for each solution to R
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- locations of lines £ £ are determinedi i
locations of lines R£. are determined
1
contained in the plane (CO) with normals +s
to a single DOF and 2 
where R £ .  and t are noti
Proof:
Consider the solution of t. Given a solution to R, the PCs (Rq. ,q'.)I t
i=l,..,n under t are found. For a non-fixed (fixed) LC the solutionl i
region to t is found as a hemisphere portion (great circle) . The solution 
region to t is found as the intersection of such regions for all LCs.
Consider the solution to the line orientations m* and n ’*, The images oft L
a  bq̂  under R and R are given by
''■‘t, ■ f-’.; ( c s f - ?  i 







4 m*.—  L Thus, R qt- is also
R^ q* is a 180 degree rotation of Rq. about s. 
l t
contained in the great circle. Given the PC (q-.q'O, the 4 points Rq-,R^q ‘i t ,  t t
,q'f*s on the great circle with normals m' can be found, m'- can be found asL C
b A  Athe cross product of 2 non-aligned vectors among Rq.,R q.,q!. The case wheni i t
all 4 vectors are aligned occurs if and only if when Riband t are contained in 
the plane (CO) with normals + s. This is a very rare case. Note that m'. canL
be found when the LC ( R £ . , £ . )  is fixed (in general). Given m* , the images of 
ml under R and^R J are given by
* p"* A 1 Oh (A1.3)
R m'. is simply the negative of R m #,. Thus, + m* is uniquely determined given t c — t
A i ■ ' • l
Consider the solution to p,,*,?**. Given the sensed PC (q*,q'.) and ( + m,jt i t - £
m'*) , p^t* and p|j are determined to a sign. Then the sign of p • (p^ . ) are 
found by finding some point on ( i p  using the method in Theorem T4. Using
(<ie* *$*.) * the signs of (*m,im'.) are then adjusted to represent corresponding 
senses of Note that there are 2 solutions to Rp *- R^ p . and R^ . ,1 l J.t ±i
i.e. there are 2 solutions to RJl̂  (to a single DOF). This is consistent with
Athe fact there are 2 solution regions to t.
QED
The fact there are 2 solutions to R results in (1) 2 solution regions to t (2) 
2 locations of to a single DOF; However, note that it is possible to
determine the lines and to a single DOF (in general, even when the LC
(R£^,&f) is fixed).
Some results are now given for the unique solution of R and t, given PCs 
in addition to D' and LCs. 1st, the case of 3-D points on a plane parallel to 
the set of parallel planes is considered. 2nd, the case of a general 
configuration of 3-D points is considered.
AIt is now shown that R and t can be uniquely determined from D' and 2 
PCs, where the 3-D points lie on a plane with normals ± s (in frame 1).
Theorem A2.3
i
Given D' and 2 PCs (p* ,pO i—1,2 where
1 t
- the 3-D points lie on a plane 7T with normals +e (in frame 1)
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- t and t+2(s*Rp. )s are not contained in a plane (CO) containing p'• 1 l
and *
AR and t are uniquely determined
Proof :
Given D', there are 2 solutions to R (Theorem Al.l). The 2 PCs (p‘ ,p.')
* t
i=l»2 are given, where it is assumed that p* i=l,2 are coplanar on a planet
with normals £e. The basic approach involves 2 steps. 1st, a corresponding
Asolution to t for each solution to R is obtained. 2nd, a contradiction is 
obtained to eliminate the false solution set.
AConsider the solution region to t obtained from the actual solution to R.
From the PCs (pt*,p/) i=l,2, the PCs (Rp,,p/) under t can be found.t i t,dr
? i = R ?C * * (A1.4)
A ANote that the PC (Rp*,p.') relative to t satisfies a necessary geometrical fact
4» t*
for pure translation. For non-fixed (fixed) PC (Rp.,p/), p' lies on an arc*■ t L
A ^with endpoints Rp*and t
A A  A(Rp̂  ,P̂ ‘, t are identical). A normal f* to the great circle containing the PCs 
is defined by
■P; - £ P- X (Al.5)
Note that f * are determined to a scale from the PC (Rp*,pl). It follows that 
1 i c
i—l,..,n are contained in a plane (CO) with normals +t.
f t  f i ]  = -  0 *p.') ( t x  p / ) ] (A1.6)
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i=2,..,n are contained in a plane with normals fs. (3) p( i=2,..,n are not 
contained in the plane (CO) containing s and t. From (Al.9),
-fi* = ([i + /'j. <■: .
3 ?! 2 [(¿rRp;)- a Rp^j^-^tT) f
[i + ?&*?/)*][[*+&*/•,)?]-(r/xp,'j
w h e r e S ' R f t  = d s'siO £, —
(Al.14)
b .The cross products f. x f & i=2,..,n are non-zero, since p.’ i=2,..,n are notL I L
^ ^ _ facontained in the plane (CO) containing s and t. Thus, the cross products f* xt
b . J>f, i=2 ,..,n are aligned with a non-zero vector, i.e. f. i=l,..,n are contained
in a plane (CO). An example is now shown, where i=l,..,n are not contained
in a plane (CO). Consider the case where only conditions (1) and (3) are
h hsatisfied. The cross products- f; *f ® i=2,.. ,n are non-zero (by the same reason 
as above), but are not aligned (in general). Thus, f̂- i=l,..,n are n< 
contained in a plane (CO) (in general). The 2 cases considered are vei
t* L
» j — .    ot
ry
f} and f2 , it i s now
~lo , f b .f, and f m  a plane
under t, where vr K -
The magnitude of Rp^ extends to infinity, which implies that the dot product s 
•S extends to infinity. Thus, t+2(s*Rp*)s varies and p/ is constant, overRp
b .this set of PCs. From (Al.8), f̂  is contained on the great circle with 
normals p/, over this set of PCs. Assume p! is not aligned with the normals
4-« «-w __ / n n \  r- b
rr + *  ,
t s 3-D PCs (Rp-, p')<• Lt) bf" and
f2-
Given D'
Aand t are uniquely
de termined.
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¿t can be determined from the normalized cross product of f} with f^.
a *-4 = (■(*•*/>.')] -r-tt-fto] *± ft- (p/xp/)] ( A1.7)
where t,p',p^ are not contained in a plane (CO). Thus,+t is uniquely 
determined from 2 PCs (Rp*,p/) i=l,2 where t,p',p' are not contained in aI t  1 2.
plane (CO). Note that both PCs are required to be non-fixed.
Consider the solution region to t obtained from the false solution to R.
b
L
 b AA pole f ‘ to the great circle containing the PC (R p,p|) is defined by
1 i
;> s K p , x p / s  [ - R p, + z (S . R p .) s-] x P/ = - R p .x p .' ♦ ZF i) Q t  p(/) (A1 8)
" tx f> i *  *  ( 2  •%■!>■)(? x p f )  s [ t  + Z C s . R p ^  f ] x  p . '
Note that f?f are determined to a scale from the PC (R̂ p. ,p,'). It is a fact 
1 i t lthat f- i=l,,.,n are contained in a plane (CO) - the question is whether f
t
i=l,..,n are contained in a plane (CO).
b
w h e r e ■L. «  i +  z  (£■ Rp-  )  ÎL ' (-
(A1.9)
on a
It is now shown that this is true, for the cases where i=l,..,n are 
coplanar on a plane 7T with normalsj^. Since Rp. i=l,..,n are coplanar 
plane Rfir with normals
A  _  A± s=/Re.
* Î -A i d
w h e r e
d = Rp.* S = JL d i s t a n c e  £>+ Rlt 0  5̂  > O (Al.10)
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Is k>Thus, t* i=l,..,n are identical and, hence, f. are contained in a plane (CO)i
h Afc b hwith normals+t , 4 t can be found as the normalized cross product of f; with f
t , “ *  -t,1 = *(< V )  - o > v , o ] (Al.ll)
b Uwhere t ,p^,p^ are not contained in a plane (CO), Thus, t can be determined
b * bfrom 2 PCs (R p^,pj) i=l*2, where t ,p',p^ are not contained in a plane (CO), 
Note that the PCs are both required to be non-fixed, although it is possible 
to determine t from 1 fixed PC and 1 non-fixed PC [1],
J> *  LTo this point, it has been shown that the solution sets (R,4t) and (R ,*t 
) can be found. For the false solution set (R , ± i^), it was shown that 
i=l,..,n are contained in a plane (CO). This fact satisfies a necessary
condition for pure translation - it was not possible to obtain a contradiction
\
here. It is now shown that a contradiction to another necessary condition for 
pure translation can be obtained, which eliminates the false solution set (R , 
t ).
2 methods are now shown for the elimination of the false solution set (R
 ̂b /%  ̂ ^» 11 ) using 1 PC (Rp.,pl). Consider the geometry of the non-fixed PC (R p*6 t t
,p.#) with respect to t . Define T* as the great circle containing Rp.,pf, -ft.* t L
There are 2 cases.
Consider Case 1, where s is not contained in T;(fig. Al.la). Note that
it
4 s and +t cannot be aligned. Define ST as the plane (CO) containing *s and ¿t.
Rp; *P/»t* on T,‘ are distinct, since the PC (Rp*,pî) is non-fixed. R°p' is the» * *» t (, t
image of Rp* under a 180* rotation about ±s. Note that Rbp* cannot be aligned 
with Rp*, since *s cannot be aligned with Rp*. Define S* as the great circleL L 1
containing Rp. and R p.. Rp*,R^p*,^s on S are distinct, where s bisects Rp.t t t t -
.b -a

and R^p. . Note that R^p. cannot be aligned with p/, since * is not contained
t v  i
i b si a  l>in T* . Define T; as the great circle containing R p. and p/. Consider t . 
c L v v ,L L {̂)
From (A1.8) and (AJl .10) , t is contained in T * . From (A1.10), t is containedI*
b ^in ST. Thus, t is the intersection of T and ST, It is now shown that t
cannot be aligned with p! or R^p*. If i is aligned with p.', from (A1.10)i t,
this implies s is contained in T* (contradiction). If t is aligned with R p,
* t
, from (Al.10) this implies Ŝ
and T^ are identical (contradiction). Together with the fact that R^ p* is
A Lnot aligned with p', then R p*,p!,*t on T. are distinct. ST splits S (T)
i * t ~ t t
into 2 halves at 4s (¿t ). Rp- ,pi lie on 1 half of T-, i.e. on 1 side of ST." i t **
1» a  bR p; is the image of Rp* under a plane reflection about ST. Thus, R p* liest v  A
on the other side of ST that p£ lies. Since is contained in ST, this means
* b  b  b athat t is contained on an arc of T^ with endpoints R p- and p!is if
(contradiction). This violates the necessary condition under pure 
translation, that p/ must lie on an arc with endpoints Rp* and t. Thus, theC £
b * bnon-fixed PC (R pj,j)i) with respect to t is geometrically inconsistent.
Consider Case 2, where 4 s is contained in T*. Consider the case where sc
A a  JS his aligned with t (fig. Al.lb). From (A1.10), t and t are aligned (with 
s). R^p. is the image of Rp. under a 180°rotation about ¿s, i.e. bisectsC 1»
R p. and Rp-. Note that R p-,Rp*, t are distinct. T*is split into 2 halves
t t V L L
by 4 1 . Rp* and p! lie on 1 half, and R̂ f)- lies on the other half. Thus,“' V t t
t is contained on the arc with endpoints p' and R^p*, where t^,^!,R^p* arei *■ t t
distinct. This violates the necessary condition that p.' must lie on the arcc
with endpoints R^p^ and t^. Thus, for the case where s is aligned with t , 
the geometry of the non-fixed PC (R̂ pl,) is inconsistent. Both Case 1 andt
Case 2 require a test to determine if t is contained on the arc with endpoints
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Q * A  A *
R  K  > P,-
R  H  { > 0 R * ? .rL ) \i
S =  t f x r
\ 7 *  ) X l
R PL j’p/ -i //’e ok s t d < cf ±  t *
p, $ '  U e - o *  S Q » i e  s ì c / z  o f  7}* w * l  t t *
1 I C
(Al.12)
(Al.12) gives the necessary computation.
It is now shown that the false solution set (R ,4t ) is always eliminated
â  ausing 2 PCs (Rp* ,pi) i=l,2, where t ,p',p' are not contained in a plane (CO), 
i t  I z.
•aThe 2 great circles are distinct, with common diametrical axis * t
(otherwise p',p^, t are contained in a plane (CO)). There are 3 cases for the 
location of +s relative to T; i=l,2. In Case 1, s is not contained in both T« 
i*l»2. The false solution set (R^ + t̂ ) is eliminated by applying the above 
Case 1 method to either of the 2 PCs (Rp. ,pV) i=l,2 In Case 2, s' is contained*» t
bin one of T^ i=l,2. The false solution set (R ,*t ) is eliminated by applying 
the above Case 1 method to the PC (Rp*,?^), where s is not contained in T* .•> t L
In Case 3, s is contained in both T* i=l,2, i.e.
A * b A bs and t are aligned. The false solution set (R , £t ) is eliminated by 
applying the above Case 2 method to either of the 2 PCs (Rp’,p/) i=l,2. Thus,1 t
the false solution set (R^p. ,¿4^ can be eliminated for all 3 cases.
Thus, the actual solution set (R,ft) is now isolated. For a non-fixed PC 
(Rp. ,p/) , it follows necessarily that p f. is contained on an arc with endpoints 
Rp .̂and t. The sign of t is resolved from either of the 2 PCs (Rp. ,p/) i=l,2.
AThus, R and t are uniquely determined. A test is required to determine if p1*
LA Ais contained on the arc with endpoints Rp^ and t.
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(K *P;* % ' ) ' ( ? { * ?  )  > O (Al.13)
(Al.13) gives the necessary computation.
QED
Note that OPCs can be used to determine R and t by Theorem A .3. Given a 
priori information that a set of lines lie on the same plane, OPCs can be 
determined. At least 3 lines on a plane are required, where there are 2 
distinct intersection points. Thus, it is possible to uniquely determine R 
and ? from LCs alone. Given R, the results of FACT Al.l can be strengthened 
to include the fact that Rl^ can be determined to a single DOF.
There is the question whether f̂  i=l,..,n are contained in a plane (CO), 
where the 3-D points are of a general configuration.
FACT Al.2
Given PCs (p* ,p.') i=l,..,n of a general configuration and the false solution R ̂ t
9
b . ,” f̂  l-l,..,n are not contained in a plane (CO) (in general)
b- for the cases where f. i=l,..,n are contained in a plane (CO), p/L t
is not contained on a arc with endpoints R^p. and t^(in general)
2 examples where f. i=l,..,n are now shown. Consider the case where s
* bis aligned with t. From Theorem A1.3, T̂  are identical with Tfc-. This means 
that f. i=l,..,n are contained in a plane (CO) with normals *t. Consider the
case where (1) p' is contained in the plane (CO) containing s and t. (2) p'f
t
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For the cases where f £ i=l,..,n are contained in a plane (CO), there is 
then the question of whether p/ is contained on an arc with endpoints p • and 
t , For the 2 cases shown above, this condition is not satisfied (see Theorem 
A1.3) .
Consider 2 sets of parallel planes [ i f ! )  and {77!^. Define { TT* } ({ 7jr.3} )i «• c t *
with normals + e, ( ± e^) in frame 1. D' (D^) can be determined from 8 LCs,
where the 3-D lines are contained in {7T.*} ({/jr*}). It is now shown that R canc
be uniquely determined from D* and D'.• «.
Theorem Ai,3
Given D̂ ’ and D^, R is uniquely determined where e( and e^ are not aligned. 
Proof 1:
Given D ' and D^, there are 2 solution sets to R.
s e t  # l : R 2 S t ( R ’ >s , ) T - R
s e i  : K 2 ^ ( z \ ) r ~ R
(Al.15)
Assume the false solutions in each set are identical. Then
s, ( . f ' l y = s \ W ^ ) r (Al.16)
This implies that sf and are aligned, and R Sj and R s^ are aligned. 
This is contrary to assumption, and thus, the false solutions in each set are 
not identical. Hence, R is uniquely determined by selecting the common 




Given DI and D^, 2 PCs under R can be determined.
P,' - >
p . ' *
The 2 PCs (R Sj,s^) i=l,2 are distinct, since by assumption, s} and




Note that 2 methods are given for the solution of R. Method 1 only requires 
finding a common solution among 2 solution sets. Method 2 computes R from the 
2 PCs under R.
It is now shown that D* i=l,2 in conjunction with sensed LCs determinest*






Given^Df? and sensed PCs (q;,q.') of LCs (£ o') i=l,..,nc l
A- a solution region to t is determined
determined to a single DOF where ■££ and t are not contained in thei
plane (CO) with normals ¿s
- for { £ _} contained on {#’•}, the locations of lines R£ £ are
i i i t
determined to a single DOF where r £ and t are not contained in thei
plane (CO) with normals +s
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Proof:
The resalt follows from FACT A1.1 and the fact that R is uniquely 
determined.
QED
Given 2 PCs where the 3-D points lie on a plane with normals + s, t can be 
uniquely determined (in general) (Theorem A1.3).
The given LC methods generate PC methods, since a LC - can be determined 
from 2 PCs. These methods can at least be applied to situations where 
conventional PC methods are applicable, as alternate methods. In some 
situations, these methods are applicable and conventional PC methods are not. 
However, there are situations where these methods fail, while the conventional 
PC methods do not.
Consider the case of 3-D lines on 1 set of parallel planes. Consider the 
case of 4 points on 1 plane. An infinite set of PCs can be determined, in 
order to obtain at least 8 PCs. However, the above methods are not 
applicable, since the solution of D' is singular (Theorem Al.l). But, the 
planar patch methods are applicable [2], Consider the case where there are 4 
points on 1 plane and 3 points on another plane. The PC curved surface method 
[3] is not applicable, since there are only 7 points. The PC planar patch 
method [2] can be applied only to the plane with 4 points. There, R and t 
cannot be uniquely determined over 2 frames (in general). However, the 
methods given above can uniquely determine R and t for this case, since 9 LCs 
can be generated. Consider the cases where there are 2 to 3 points on each 
plane. The PC planar patch methods are not applicable. The PC curved surface 
methods are applicable, since there are at least 9 points. The above methods
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are also applicable.
Consider the case of 3-D lines on 2 sets of parallel planes, 
comments to above can be made.
Similar
Appendix 2 - 3-Frame Analysis
The 2-frame methods are characterized by various restrictions on the 
object 3-D line configuration. There are no such constraints for 3-frame 
methods, in general. The n—frame case can of course be handled by application
of the well known 2-frame methods over n - 1 frame pairs [1-9], To date, only
pure rotation about an axis (CO) and pure translation have been seen to lend 
themselves intrinsically to 3-frame analysis. It is evident that this is also 
the case for arbitrary motion using LCs over 3 frames, which is now described.
First, a word on notation. The correspondences (and related quantities) 
in the ith frame are denoted by the conventional symbol, with a superscript i.
_4 _O _.QFor example, the parameters of corresponding lines (£;,£,£) over 3 frames
1 l i
f^, f^, f̂  will be denoted by (^£,q^,q^). The motion parameters (and related
quantities) from f1 to f̂  are denoted by their conventional symbols with
double subscript ij. For example, the rotation matrix and translation from f1
to fj are denoted by R.̂ ., ty . Note that R . . = R^ ”1 and t . . = ‘ “Rij_ltij •
Note also that given the rotation/translation of any 2 distinct frame pairs 
1 2  3over f , f , f , the rotation/translation is uniquely determined for the 
third remaining frame pair. Without loss of generality, the
rotation/translation pairs (R^2, *12  ̂ an^ ^23* *23^ are chosen as solution 
variables.
From the 2-frame analysis from fA to f , the geometry on the unit sphere 
is such that ^ 2^i an<* ^i on a Sreat circle with poles +n£ (fig. 7).
There are 2 cases. In Case 1, = 0 (t12 lies in the plane (CO)
containing rotated by R^2 “ a rare occurrence) , and R^2^i an<* are
aligned. In Case 2, Ri2^i*^12 ^ ® (t^2 does not lie in the plane (CO) 
containing rotated by R^2 - the case in general), and R^2q* &n<* ^  are n°
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aligned. Making use of this fact for the successive frame pairs 1 to 2 and 3 
to 2 (frame 2 is chosen as the reference), (q^R^q*, 3 )̂ lie on a great 
circle with poles +m^ (fig. A2.1).Thus, the following set of equations can be 
obtained from LCs over 3 frames.
qi’*R12<li x &231 ^i> = 0 i = l,..,n& (A2 .1)
It is assumed that case 1 does not occur for either of the frame pairs 1 2
and 3*^2 (i - 1 , • • ,  otherwise the equations in (A2 .1) are always 
trivially satisfied. Note that the unknowns are strictly the interframe
rotations R^, ^23 “ the iaterframe translations t ^ *  t23 have been nulled
out. Each equation in (A2 .1) is a 4th order polynomial in the 6 independent 
rotation parameters. In general, 6 LCs would be required to produce 6 
equations. The solution of (A2 .1) by numerical methods and the uniqueness 
question are currently under investigation. Given the determination of R
R23 {1i} are maPped R12 and {1i} are maPPed hy R23- Then the 2-frame pure 
translation methods can be applied to determine the solution region for t19,
*23 (wkich cannot be uniquely determined in general).
The uniqueness question and direct solution of non-linear equations such 
as (A2.1) for the rotational parameters has been met with little success. A 
linear method' for the solution to (A2.1) is now given.
The equation set (A2.1) can be rewritten as





(hi ) (b- )] R12 = [b,
unit
sphere
fig. A2.1 geometry on unit sphere of R23^i witl1 resPect t0
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Clearly, each equation in (A2.2) is linear in the elements of the 3 
intermediate parameter matrices (Fj[, F2, F3) . On comparing with (96a), (A2.2) 
is seen to be a higher level more complex. (F1, F2, F3) can be determined to 
a scale factor by arbitrarily setting one of the unknowns to 1. 26 LCs are 
required to generate 26 equations in 26 variables. The uniqueness question 
requires the analysis of a 3rd order equation. This aspect is currently under 
investigation.
It is now shown that the interframe rotation matrices R „12 '
uniquely determined given that the intermediary matrices (F1 , J? t 




Fi = » 1  -  « * u f 12 f13] = » i i f12 H s
F2 “ « 2  “ k[f21 f22 f23] = » 2 1 f22 f23
Fi = kF3 = k[f31 f32 f33] = »31 f32 f33





F2 = B2B23 B. = 1 0
A
■<bi,x
F3 - Ba^ ' 1 - < V y <Ci>x 0
(A2.3)
Note that each of (F^, F2, Fg) have the same structure as the E matrix 
used in the 2 frame PC method for curved surfaces. In terms of the interframe 
rotations (R^» R^)# the P°lar decomposition of is the product of a skew 
symmetric matrix B. (function only of b., the ith column of R^) and an 
orthogonal matrix R23_1 of the lst
Thus, the methods for computing the motion from the E matrix by SVD [3]
or vector 
R23 •
operations [14] can be applied. From F^, there are 2 solutions to
Gi
MIIrHsII f21 f31] = tfil *21 f313
G2 = kG2 = k Cf12 f22 f32] = Cf12 f  ' *22 f32] (A2 .4)
G3 “ “ 3 “ k [f13 f23 f33] = CfÎ3 f ’ *23 f33]
where
i - -ci R12 0
A
<«i>
2 = ~C2 R12 c i = 0
A
-<•!>
3 = -C3 R12 0
G2, G^) are simply 3 matrices derived from the 1st, 2nd, 3rd columns of 
^1' F2' R3  ̂ (respectively). The E -> (R,+t) mapping gives 2 solutions to R^2 
from Git in summary, 2 applications of the E -> (R,+t) determine 2 solutions 
to each of R
12 ¿ 3 . It is now shown that R^2, ^23 can uniquely determined
from i=l,2,3 .
Theorem A2.1
asGiven the intermediate parameter matrices F2 ,F3 determined to a scale
*1' ^2' ^3 ^y (A2.3), the interframe rotations R^2 , ^23 are ua^V^ly
determined.
Proof:
Consider the solution of R12, with columns (b1$ b2, b^). Note that bt 
can be determined to a sign by some 1 of the 3 cross products among the 
columns of F!.l*
fíl x fÍ2 “
f • T f #i2 x fi3
f> Ti3 x fil
h2bi[bi*(ci x c2)]
2 a  * .a  a  k bi[bi*(c2 x c3)]
9 ^  A  A  Ak b^b^icg x c1>]
2/» * ak bi(bi*c3)
2*  A  A  
k b i(bi‘Cl)




A AUsing (A3.5a), (A2.5b), (A2.5c) requires that b.»c- £ 0, b.'C- £ 0, b.«c01 O 1 JL 1 Z
# 0 (respectively). At least 1 of the 3 (maybe 2, even 3) are non-zero (since
. A a  A
Ĉl* c2' c3  ̂ are matually orthogonal), which gives a non-singular solution. 
Now consider the solution of ^23, with rows (c^, c2, c3) . Using a similar 
analysis abpve, c^ can be determined to a sign by some 1 of the 3 cross
products among the columns of GÎ,
fli x f2i = (A2 ,6a)
f2i 1 H i  = k2ci(2i.b1) (A2.6b)
f3i x fii = (A2-6c>
Using (A2.6a), (A2.6b), (A2 .6c) requires that c. .b- ^ 0, c • •b1 £ 0, c • •£-, o1 o 1 1 l Z
(respectively). At least 1 of the 3 (maybe 2, even 3) are non-zero (since
solution.
-A A are mutually orthogonal), which gives a non-singular 
Hence, (A2.5a-c) and (A2.6a-c) determine the columns of to a sign
±b2 Ibj) and the rows of R23 to a sign (+cj_, +c2 + C 3 )  (respectively).
It is now shown that the signs of (+2^ +b2, +S3) and (¿¿^ +?2, +?3) can 
be resolved. In each of (A2*5a), (A2.5b), (A2.5c), b^ occurs twice — the 
alignment of each vector cross product is determined only by c_ c , c\ 
(respectively). Note that at least one of (A2.5a), (A2.5b), (A2.5c) is a 
non—zero vector, since c^, c2, C3 are mutually orthogonal. Thus, the correct
A
signs of i = 1,2,3 can be determined. Similarly, the correct signs of ĉ  
i = 1,2,3 can be determined from (A2.6a-c). Hence, R12 and R ^  are uniquely 
determined.
QED
Note that the interframe rotations R^2 R ^  are uniquely determined from 
the parameter matrices F' i=l,2,3. This differs from the cases involving the 
D and E matrices, where there are 2 solutions to the rotation R.
The parameter matrices F! i=l,2,3 in conjunction with LCs determines a 
solution region to t and components of parameters of the 3-D lines.
FACT A2.1 Given F' i=l,2,3 and PCs (q’.,t
- a solution region for 
intersection of hemisphere 
(fixed) LCs (RiTjj, Th
qSS;) of LCs(i!,Jt^,jA i=l,..,n
A
ij=12,23 is determined as the 
portions (great circles) from non-fixed
- the lines R£ ! R£? are determined to a single DOF where t.,1 1 x 1 1
\ 2/t is not contained in the plane (CO) R£;/RJl •C .L
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The interframe rotations R23 are uniquely determined given the
parameter matrices Ft i=l,2,3 (Theorem A2.1). Consider the frame sequence f̂
T ̂  1~2“> f2 * From R12 and the sensed PC (q ,q*) of LC , the sensed PC (Rq.,t c
) under t ^  can be determined. Then m ^  and (Rp. ,j5. ) can be determined,
where t is not contained in the plane (CO) containing Rl;(Theorem 11). From
A Im ; and Rp •(where R is known), m-and p ; can be determined. That is, the 3
lines  ̂ are determined to a single DOF. A solution region to t isi i i *<•
found as stated (Theorem T4). There is an analogous procedure for the frame 
sequence f^ -> f .
Consider the solution region to t;* given Ft i=l,2,3 and LCs. Inr) l
general, the solution region to t i s  a patch on the unit sphere. In rare
cases, the solution region to t.. is an arc of a great circle or is 2 poles of aJ
great circle. It is possible that t* can be uniquely determined. Then a map
of relative depths of lines can be found. Consider the solution region to t
given F.' i=l,2,3 and PCs. With 2 or more PCs, t** can be uniquely determined. 
L lJ
Then a map of relative depths of points can be determined. Consider the
. . . ^ solution region to t;. given F.' i=l,2,3 and PCs and LCs. t„ can be uniquely
determined from 1 fixed PC and 1 non-fixed LC, 2 fixed LCs and 1 non-fixed PC,
1 fixed LC and 1 non-fixed PC. Given i, a map of relative depths of
points/lines can be found.
It should be noted that any LC based methods automatically produce PC
based methods. This is because a LC can be obtained from 2 PCs. Note that 
8(7)from 8 PCs,  ̂ = 28 LCs can be obtained. Thus, at least 8 PCs are required
to obtain at least 26 LCs, Note that there are only n "point" degrees of 
freedom for n points —  there are 26 x 2 = 52 "point" degrees of freedom for a
/
general configuration of 26 lines. The constraint on on the LCs may result in 
the solution of F', F_£, FJ to be singular. The question of uniqueness of
^1 * ^2 * ^3^ ttsin8 generate LCs) is currently being studied. It may 
be consistent with applying the 2—frame method for curved surfaces over 
successive frame pairs, where 8 PCs over 3 frames are required.
In summary, the given method determines the interframe rotations uniquely 
and does not uniquely determine the interframe unit translations (in general). 
The 3-D lines in all 3 frames are determined to a single DOF (in general). 
The interframe unit translations can be uniquely determined from LCs (in rare 
cases) and PCs (in general). Then a map of relative depths of points and/or 
lines can be found.
A method is now described for a general pure rotation about an axis 
(NCO), where the 3—D lines lie on parallel planes. For a pure rotation about 
an axis c, there are the following constraints
O A ^M 2-3 aligned
Over 2 frames, a parameter matrix D can be determined to a scale D' from 8 LCs 
(Appendix 1). Given D', there are 2 solutions to the rotation R and a PC (R 
,s) under R can be determined (the normals of the parallel planes in frame 1 
and frame 2). Applying this to the frame sequences t( -> f^ and f -> f ^ , 
the parameter matrices D^ and D 3̂ can be determined from 8 LCs over 3 frames. 
Given D^ and D ^  ,it is now shown that R^  and R ^  can be determined.
Theorem A2.2
the interframe rotations R andGiven the parameter matrices D' and D' ,IZ. z s '
R 2̂  are uniquely determined where
'MOC(ZiT e n  *  &
^ ° d ln *  2 ir - u  ? 0
i t
the solution region to t., ij=12,23 is determined as a great circle
Proof:
Given , there are 2 solutions to R/jl and the PC (s^.R^ s* ) can be 
found. Given D' , there are 2 solutions to R ^  and the PC (s^R^s*) can be 
found. Note that ^si  ̂ (s^.R^s t) are PCs under the pure rotation over 3
frames about an axis n
(CO). R a n d  R ^  can be uniquely determined under the conditions stated by
"Athe 1 PC 3 Frame method [1], From (A2.7), the solution region to t, ij=12,23
LJ
is determined as a great circle.
QED
There is a condition under which the interframe rotations can be uniquely 
determined. For 2 sets of parallel planes (with non-aligned normals), the 
interframe rotations are always uniquely determined by Theorem A1.4.
The parameter matrices D' and in conjunction with LCs determines




A*- A 3 -1 -7-2 —3,Given F/ i=l,2,3 and PCs (q.,q.,q.) of LCs (£.,&.,£T) i=l,..,nt* t i t  1 X 1
a solution region for ij=12,23 is determined as the
intersection of hemisphere portions (great circles) from non-fixed 
(fixed) LCs with a great circle (A2.7)
2 2 3- the lines R2> RJ^ are determined to a single DOF where tŷ
2it is not contained in the plane (CO) RJl’/RJt.*3 1 1
Consider the solution region to t-. given Fi i=l,2,3 and LCs. In
Ageneral, the solution region to tt*j is an arc of a great circle. In rare
cases, tv. can be uniquely determined. Then a map of relative depths of lines J
can be found. Consider the solution region to ?*. given F/ i=l,2,3 and PCs.t) L
With 2 or more PCs, ts can be uniquely determined. Then a map of relative
depths of points can be determined. Consider the solution region to t-- given
F** i=l,2,3 and PCs and LCs. t̂ j can be uniquely determined from 1 non-fixed
LC/1 PC (fixed or non-fixed), 1 fixed LC/1 non-fixed PC. Given t, a map of
CJrelative depths of points/lines can be found.
The given method generates a method using PCs. For situations with 4 or 
more points scattered on parallel planes, the planar patch methods [2] can be 
applied. The above method serves as an alternative approach. For situations 
with 3 or less points scattered on a set of parallel planes, the above method 
is the only one which is applicable.
The parameter matrices and LCs, in conjunction with PCs, can uniquely In 
summary, the above method uniquely determines the interframe rotations but 
does not uniquely determine the interframe unit translations (in general). t*.
‘j
can be uniquely determined from LCs (in rare cases) and PCs (in general).
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Given t., a map of relative depths of points and/or lines can be found.
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